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Quality, Variety, and Parity:
Prices in International Trade
Joshua Greenfield
Prices determine allocation of resources in a market economy, yet their role in in-
ternational trade theory is often underappreciated. In these three essays I provide
novel empirical implementations of several theories relating to the prices of traded
goods and show the implications for measuring the impact of quality, boosting wel-
fare through increased variety, and explaining exchange rate fluctuations. Chapter
1 uses a variation on the well-known gravity model of trade to show that the ob-
served correlation of export prices with distance is largely due to aggregating across
shipping modes. Distance has no effect on free on board export prices once mode
of transportation is controlled for; where goods are shipped by multiple modes, the
observed distance premium conflates a selection effect with a direct effect. I also
demonstrate that the standard Alchian-Allen analysis does not apply if goods are
shipped by multiple modes of transportation, undermining an additional theoretical
basis for predicting that average quality is increasing with distance in these indus-
tries. Thus, prior interpretations of the distance premium as indicating the existence
of firm quality differentiation are shown to be largely unfounded. As a whole, the
chapter highlights the important and little-studied role of transportation mode, and
shows that it has a significant and overlooked impact on traded goods prices.
Chapter 2, joint work with David Weinstein of Columbia University and Chris-
tian Broda of Duquesne Capital Management, evaluates the importance of countries
worldwide gaining access to new varieties of traded goods in an semi-endogenous
growth model framework. As producers gain access to new imported varieties, pro-
ductivity rises and the cost of innovation falls, resulting in the creation of new va-
rieties. These in turn can be exported, thus multiplying the impact on the world
economy as a whole. We construct an exact price index that incorporates the effect
of variety, using detailed trade data on thousands of markets in a large multicountry
dataset, and we confirm that increased import variety translated into a large increase
in productivity growth. In turn, this boosted world permanent income by almost a
fifth over the decade we analyzed.
In Chapter 3, I revisit the debate on exchange rate determination, in particular
why the link between changes in prices and movements in the exchange rate seems so
weak. I test two hypotheses to ascertain whether previous research failed to confirm
purchasing power parity due to misspecification. I find support for substituting import
price indices for the consumer price indices typically used, although an additional
proposed correction due to the non-continuous nature of the underlying data does
not affect the results. This outcome may be attributable to choosing a base country
with relatively low variation in its consumer price index. Nonetheless, the paper
highlights the importance of focusing on traded goods prices and in doing so shows
that the extent of unexplained exchange rate variation is greatly reduced.
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1Chapter 1
Export Prices and Distance:
Evidence for Quality
Differentiation?
The Role of Transport Mode
“Even though quality cannot be defined, you know what quality is.”
- Robert Pirsig
1.1 Introduction
Distance exerts a powerful effect on the intensity of trade between countries.
Nearly a half-century’s worth of empirical research has confirmed the existence of
the “gravity effect,” where trade flows between countries increase with incomes and
decrease with bilateral distance. Furthermore, this effect can be shown as a conse-
quence of an array of different theoretical models of trade.1 These broad predictions
about aggregate values do not, however, shed any light on the underlying mechanics
1See Deardorff [1998].
2of trade; we only know that trade volumes fall off with distance, not why. A more
recent strand of the international trade literature attempts to provide microfounda-
tions for the model by linking it to a theory of heterogeneous firms and examining
average prices instead of trade volumes. Prior models with homogeneous firms pre-
dicted distance would have no effect on average export prices; firms passed along
transport costs to consumers, such that the free on board (f.o.b.) price would not
vary by distance. The newer research, encompassing papers such as Baldwin and
Harrigan [2011], Bastos and Silva [2010], Mayer and Ottaviano [2008], and others,
regresses prices on a set of gravity model covariates, and finds that export prices rise
with bilateral distance after controlling for other variables. These authors conclude
that higher-quality firms select into exporting to distant markets, and that this selec-
tion effect drives the observed distance premium because prices are correlated with
quality.
Support for this interpretation is drawn from two recent strands in the trade
literature on quality, one at the sectoral level comparing across countries and the
other at the level of individual firms. Quality cannot be observed directly, so empirical
treatments seeking to highlight its effects attempt to link it with observables. The first
set of papers, including contributions by Schott [2004], Hummels and Klenow [2005],
Khandelwal [2010], and Hallak and Schott [2011], finds evidence of quality in part
by comparing exporting countries’ market shares conditional on price, and in part by
inference from the exporting country’s size, income, or trade balance. The firm-level
literature, such as Verhoogen [2008], Bastos et al. [2011], Manova and Zhang [2011],
and Kugler and Verhoogen [2011], links data such as input prices and wages paid by
plants or firms with the export prices they charge by country to argue that firms vary
quality across destination markets. A technique common to both groups of papers
is to identify the effect of quality by showing that higher prices are paid or charged
when a lower-priced alternative is available and observed in the data; implicitly, in a
world lacking quality differentiation, the higher price would not be paid.
3However, this interpretation cannot be relied upon when comparing traded
goods prices across destinations from a single exporter, as the lower and higher prices
do not co-exist in the same market (note that most of the aggregate-level quality
papers use data from one importer, and the other papers each use data on firms in
one country). Instead, the gravity-type analysis of export prices implicitly compares
across exporting firms in one country and argues that quality is correlated with ability
to enter distant export markets. Thus, if firms charge the same price across desti-
nations, but only higher-price (i.e., high-quality) firms enter distant markets, we will
observe average price correlated positively with distance. Without firm-level data, of
course, these assumptions about mill-pricing and selection into export destinations
can only be tested indirectly.
Nonetheless, comparing export flows across different distances allows us to
estimate the extent of firm quality differentiation because distance provides an easily
observable barrier to market access; average export prices thus permit observing or
inferring (depending on whether firm-level or aggregate data is used) firm responses
to different competitive environments in a way that is harder to ascertain when these
transactions take place within national borders. However, distance is merely an easily
observed proxy for actual trade costs, which will vary across goods exported to a
given destination. The existence of multiple modes of shipping for a given bilateral
trade route within even narrowly defined product categories confirms this; the costs of
shipping by air are significantly higher than for sea shipping to the same destination.2
Since the share of goods shipped by air varies greatly across industries, using distance
to proxy for trade costs will understate their effect on prices in some industries, and
overstate it in others; pooling across industries, the total effect attributed to quality
differentiation will depend on the relative share of air-shipped goods in overall exports.
Moreover, theory suggests that the choice of shipping mode is correlated with price
2See, inter alia, Hummels [2001a,b] and Harrigan [2010]. Hummels and Schaur [2010] provide
figures for air and sea shipping and a histogram showing variation in air share across industries.
4and distance, so estimating the effect of distance on price risks conflating a selection
effect with a direct effect.
To avoid this issue, I focus on product categories for which the U.S. export data
reports predominantly one mode of shipping, which together comprise the majority
of trade by value.3 Grouping industries by their choice of shipping mode, I re-run
the main regressions in Baldwin and Harrigan [2011] (henceforth BH), and find no
effect of distance on average unit value for either air or sea industries. While the
distance premium persists if the dataset is restricted to particular small subsets (such
as manufactured goods shipped by sea), there is substantial evidence that there is no
consistent sign for the distance effect.
The remaining U.S. exports reach their overseas destinations by a mix of air
and sea shipping. Since air-shipped varieties have higher prices than the sea-shipped
counterparts in the same industry, average export prices for mixed-mode industries
reflect the extent to which firms choose one mode over the other. The advantage
of quick air shipping is more pronounced for more distant importers, and consumers
in these markets may be willing to pay a premium for timely delivery by air. Price
and distance may thus be correlated for reasons unrelated to quality. To address this
endogeneity in the model, I adopt an instrumental variables approach: air share is
added as a regressor to the main price equation, and I instrument for air share by
using variation in nautical and great-circle distances across export routes. Results
are similar to those in industries with one mode of shipping: export prices do not
vary by distance (or vary negatively in certain cases), such that this analysis provides
little support for firms differentiated by quality.
To motivate this result, I provide a simple extension of the model of Alchian
and Allen [1964] that allows for the inclusion of mixed-mode industries. I show
3This excludes exports to Mexico and Canada, as is done throughout the paper because their
shared land border with the U.S. means intra-NAFTA trade will not use the same shipping modes as
with other countries. The exception is Table 1.3, which reproduces results in Baldwin and Harrigan
[2011].
5that allowing perceived quality to vary by speed of delivery is sufficient to generate
the distance premium that motivates BH and the other papers mentioned above,
without necessitating quality differentiation at the firm level. In turn, this suggests
that further work is necessary to identify quality effects at the firm level as opposed
to shipping mode effects which would be common to all firms exporting on a given
bilateral route.
The following section reviews the relevant literature in the field; section 1.3
outlines the model, and the underlying data is discussed in section 1.4. Section 1.5
presents the results, and the final section concludes.
1.2 Literature
The gravity model literature dates back to Tinbergen [1962] and has long been
used as a baseline prediction of bilateral trade volumes in order to assess the effects of
preferential trade agreements and other trade policies. More recently the literature on
border effects provoked a new interest in the model, with a flurry of papers including
a notable contribution by Anderson and van Wincoop [2003]. For the most part,
these papers attempt to explain the overall volume of bilateral trade, and do not
analyze the effects of transportation mode or the issue of quality heterogeneity within
or across industries.
The robust result that trade volumes fall with distance, however, confirms that
trade costs have a significant impact on trade. On a micro level, Djankov, Freund, and
Pham [2010] provide evidence of the importance of shipping time, showing increased
delays are associated with a significant reduction in trade (particularly, if predictably,
for time-sensitive or perishable goods). Lima˜o and Venables [2001] highlight the role
of poor infrastructure in causing delays and raising trade costs. In response to higher
costs, the mix of goods exported could vary (whether due to intra-firm selection of
product characteristics, or variation in firm selection into exporting), a possibility
6expressed in the well-known model of Alchian and Allen [1964]. They hypothesize
that increased distance leads to a drop in the relative price of high-quality goods,
and hence distant consumers will purchase a higher share of high-quality goods than
more proximate consumers. With prices correlated with quality, an Alchian-Allen
effect would result in higher prices with increased distance. Despite ample theoretical
attention, this model was not matched by empirical implementation until recently;
Hummels and Skiba [2004] find evidence for it in an estimation using imports by the
U.S. and several South American countries. While they discuss differences between
air and sea shipping, they do not explicitly model multiple shipping modes, and
their empirical specification pools across air and sea trade (both across and within
industries). This is problematic, as I demonstrate below, because the Alchian-Allen
result only holds for industries that use one mode of transportation.
Papers that explicitly address the choice of shipping mode tend to focus on the
differences in the length of time in transit. Hummels [2001a], for example, models
the firm’s choice of shipping mode, and uses data on shipping costs and times to
infer how much firms are willing to pay for timely delivery. Within this framework,
higher-priced goods are more likely to be shipped by air because of the high “pipeline
cost” of longer shipping times by sea, and this effect should increase with distance
as the advantage of speedier air delivery becomes more pronounced. Confirmation is
provided by Choate [2009], who shows the large drop in air transport prices relative
to sea shipping over the years 1960-2000 led U.S. imports of air-shipped goods to grow
faster than imports of sea-shipped goods; significantly, the difference in growth rates
varied with the length of the trade route. The falling cost of air shipping relative to
sea transport is also used by Feyrer [2009a] to construct a time-varying geographical
instrument in the context of assessing the impact of trade on growth rates.
A detailed analysis of actual freight rates across multiple shipping modes is
provided by Hummels [2001b], who estimates the relationship between costs and
distance using U.S. imports. He confirms that air-shipped goods have on average
7higher value/weight ratios than sea-shipped goods, and that the effective ad valorem
freight rate as a percentage of import value rises much faster with distance for air
shipments. Harrigan [2010] shows that such differences across modes have implications
for comparative advantage; his model provides a theoretical framework for Hummels’
value/weight ratio result, which he confirms by estimating a model of shipping mode
choice. Finally, the role of uncertainty in increasing the use of rapid shipping plays
a role in papers such as Hummels and Schaur [2010] and Evans and Harrigan [2005].
The former paper incorporates both air and sea shipping in a two-period model of
exporting firms facing uncertain demand, and suggests that higher volatility of final
demand leads to greater use of air shipping, in order for firms to respond quickly once
better information about the level of demand is available. Similar concerns motivate
the authors of the latter paper to model firms locating near export markets in order
to be minimize transit times and thus maximize ability to respond quickly to changes
in retail demand.
As noted above, however, the literature building on the gravity model, includ-
ing the more recent strand looking at export prices across destinations, largely ignores
the existence of multiple modes of shipping. The initial draft of the BH paper in 2007
prompted a variety of research efforts to confirm the distance effect on export prices
using other datasets at the national- and firm-level. Bastos and Silva [2010] apply
the BH framework to firm-level data on shipments from Portugal, and obtain similar
results whether using firm-level data or aggregating across firms. They note that the
addition of firm fixed effects or firm-product fixed effects reduces the coefficient on
distance, suggesting that some of the effect of distance observed at the aggregate level
is due to firm selection into different markets, and within-firm selection of products
across destinations. Researchers working with other European datasets reach similar
conclusions; for example, Mayer and Ottaviano [2008] examine data for France and
Belgium and confirm the finding that export prices rise with distance, and Go¨rg,
Halpern, and Murako¨zy [2010] find export prices at the 6-digit level increase with dis-
8tance using firm-level data from Hungary, even after controlling for firm heterogeneity.
The latter paper emphasizes that their finding is consistent with Alchian-Allen effects
even at the firm-product level, implying that selection into exporting cannot account
for the entire distance effect on prices.
Other authors have examined Chinese trade data, with different results. Kneller
and Yu [2008] distinguish between “quality sorting” sectors, where higher quality is
associated with distant exporting, and “efficiency sorting” sectors, where lower-cost
firms are more likely to select into exporting to far-away destinations. Their results
are inconsistent with BH in most of the export sectors they examine. Manova and
Zhang [2011], however, find that “The average Chinese export price increases with
income, distance and centrality for the 89 rich importers without varying system-
atically with market size. By contrast, it falls with GDP, distance and remoteness
in the poorer half of the sample without responding to GDP per capita.” In other
words, their distance results mostly agree with BH for richer countries, but disagree
for many developing countries. They point out that BH focus on the top 100 U.S.
trade partners and thus are more likely to observe exports to richer countries. Har-
rigan and Deng [2010], however, find a positive effect of distance on prices using
disaggregated Chinese data on exports to all countries. One possible explanation for
these results (suggested by Baldwin and Ito [2011] in related work) is variation in
competition within product categories but across export markets; i.e., the same ex-
porters face different competitive environments in different countries, and may choose
to compete on quality in some, but on cost in others. If larger markets are associated
with greater firm entry and investment in quality for vertical differentiation (with the
opposite being the case for small markets), this might explain the result in Manova
and Zhang.
The BH result is also confirmed on firm-level data for the U.S. by Bernard,
Jensen, Redding, and Schott [2007]. They use a dataset of exporters to assess how
much of the basic gravity result that trade volume falls with distance can be at-
9tributed to the extensive and intensive margins of trade. Export value to a particular
destination is decomposed into the number of firms, number of products, and value
per product per firm, and they find that most of the effect of distance is due to the
extensive margin.4 Notably for our purposes, the effect of the intensive margin is in
the opposite direction as the extensive margin: value per product per firm rises with
distance.
A further test on firm-level data was provided by Harrigan, Ma, and Shlychkov
[2011]. Drawing on the same data as Bernard et al. [2007], they implement a novel
three-stage estimator to estimate the effect of distance on price while controlling for
firm selection into export markets and including product-firm fixed effects. The effects
of distance are found to be lower than in BH; in particular, distance measured linearly
is not a significant predictor of export prices to non-NAFTA countries once the selec-
tion correction is applied. However, the intuition they offer for the selection correction
procedure involves the export volume functioning as an excluded variable in the price
equation; since prices are calculated as unit values (i.e., as export volume divided
by export quantity), this presents a potential problem for their analysis. They also
perform a decomposition exercise by breaking the difference between average prices
by destination and the average across all destinations (all within one industry) into
terms denoting price discrimination, market share, and the interaction of those two
effects, all within firms across destinations and across destinations. After a rescaling
to make the results comparable across industries, graphing the decomposition yields
evidence supporting mill-pricing (i.e., lack of intra-firm price discrimination across
destinations) and strongly suggesting that the BH result is due to variation in firm
entry by destination.
Johnson [2010] provides an alternative theoretical framework for selection into
exporting, and finds empirically that export prices rise with distance, using aggregate
4This is consistent with a similar finding by Hillberry and Hummels [2008] using data on intra-US
trade. Eaton, Kortum, and Kramarz [2004] also find strong evidence in favor of the extensive margin
in a dataset of French firms in 1986.
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data from 127 countries. Observable data on selection into exporting at the industry
level is used to infer variation in quality-adjusted prices (which are not directly observ-
able). Significantly, he shows theoretically that heterogeneous firm quality can lead
to export prices rising with distance, generating Alchian-Allen-type effects without
per-unit trade costs. His theory-based approach (jointly estimating trade and price
equations) contrasts with the reduced form approach of BH, where participation and
pricing decisions are estimated separately. He finds that some industries are charac-
terized by quality competition as in BH, but in others competition on price appears
a better fit with the data. Nonetheless, the BH model is sufficient for testing whether
the finding of rising export prices with distance results from aggregating across modes,
as we will see below. In the Appendix I review their model and provide an alternative
to the export price index they derive, while in the next section I describe a simple
model based on Alchian and Allen [1964] and Hummels and Schaur [2012] that can
generate average prices that rise with distance purely from perceived quality variation
across modes of transport and without heterogeneous firms differentiated by quality.
1.3 Model
1.3.1 Alchian-Allen with one mode of transportation
While the model proposed by BH allows them to interpret rising export prices
with distance as evidence of heterogeneous firms differentiated by quality, it cannot
explain variations in the distance premium associated with different shipping modes.
An alternative explanation can be constructed using the well-known Alchian-Allen
framework, along the lines of Hummels and Skiba [2004]. Crucially, however, the
Alchian-Allen effect operates in the context of a unimodal industry but cannot explain
the observed distance premium for mixed-mode goods. The classical “shipping the
good apples out” result emerges from the effect of a per-unit trade cost on the relative
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cost of high- to low-quality versions of a good, where prices are correlated with quality.
An increase in the trade cost (e.g., from shipping over a greater distance) lowers the
relative price of the high-quality good such that consumer in distant markets purchase
a higher share of the high-quality good. This would yield higher average prices with
distance, consistent with the results in BH.5 However, if the choice of transportation
mode depends in part on quality, and shipping cost varies across modes, the Alchian-
Allen results break down because the change in relative price is ambiguous.
1.3.2 Relative price movement ambiguous with multiple modes
To see this more formally, assume the usual Alchian-Allen set-up, such that
goods come in high-quality varieties (denoted by H) and low-quality varieties (L),
and in the absence of any transportation costs, the relative price of quality is p ≡ pH
pL
.
Consumers value variety in their consumption patterns, and maximize utility subject
to a budget constraint so that p determines the share of consumption devoted to each
variety (i.e., if p increases, consumers substitute away from the high-quality variety
and consume more of the low-quality variety; income effects are assumed to be zero
in this literature). When a good is exported, per-unit costs t are identical for both
varieties, so in the foreign market, the relative price becomes p∗ = pH+t
pL+t
, implying
that the consumption mix in that market is shifted towards the high-quality variety
since p∗ < p. This phenomenon is summarized as “shipping the good apples out”
based on the anecdotal evidence of apple quality in the state of Washington (where
many apples are grown) compared to quality in other parts of the country where
Washington apples are shipped.
For overseas exports of apples from the U.S., sea shipping is overwhelmingly
used (less than 1% of apple exports by value go by air). Thus, the framework outlined
5Indeed, the authors note that although the mechanism by which this result is achieved differs
from theirs, they view it as complementary. They model trade costs as solely ad valorem, while
Hummels and Skiba [2004] allow both for ad valorem and per-unit costs.
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so far could be applied to apples and other unimodal goods, provided the cost of
shipping does not vary by quality. For goods exported by both air and sea, suppose
that air shipment necessitates paying a per-unit transportation cost of tA, with tS for
sea shipment and tA > tS. Assume for now that the high-quality variety is shipped
by air and the low-quality variety by sea; in such a case, the new relative price would
be p′ = pH+tA
pL+tS




. The first term is less than




), but since the second term
is positive, we cannot unambiguously say that p′ < p. Thus, the Alchian-Allen effect
does not hold for this case, and it cannot be said to always hold in the presence of
multiple modes of transportation.6
1.3.3 Adapting Alchian-Allen
To model the usage of different shipping modes in a mixed-mode industry, I
follow Hummels and Schaur [2012] in assuming that consumers assign higher qual-
ity to goods that are delivered quickly, even if those goods are otherwise physically
identical to those shipped more slowly. As distance increases, the relative disad-
vantage of sea shipping increases compared to air; this boosts the relative quality
of air-shipped varieties, such that firms can charge a premium for them. Thus, even
though air-shipped varieties are more expensive for consumers, air share may increase
with distance, resulting in higher average prices without variation in the underlying
quality of the goods (i.e., excluding speed of delivery) or the set of firms exporting to
different destination markets.
Consumer preferences are CES with a modification for quality (as given in (1.3)
below for the BH model), and I consider a simple case with just two varieties of the
same good shipped by air and sea (denoted A and S, respectively). This yields
6In the reverse case, where high-quality varieties are shipped by sea and low-quality ones by air,
it is straightforward to show that the simple Alchian-Allen relative price shift will still occur, but










where qA denotes perceived quality of the air-shipped variety and qS is normalized to
1. For generality, I include both per-unit (t) and ad valorem (τ) trade costs, both of
which vary across the modes of transport.7 Firms charge the same baseline price p for
the good they produce, and add a markup ϕ > 1 for timely delivery (i.e., air shipping)
before the actual trade costs are added.8 Thus, consumers face the following budget
constraint (with E denoting expenditure):
(τSp+ tS) cS + (τAϕp+ tA) cA − E = 0

























σ qA − λ (τAϕp+ tA) = 0
and we can solve out for the ratio of air-shipped varieties consumed relative to sea-









Increases in distance will increase the air shipping costs faster than sea shipping
costs (see Hummels [2001b]); holding qA fixed, this causes the term in parentheses to
7Either type of trade cost is sufficient for the results in this section, provided costs vary across
modes and increase with distance.
8Implicitly, we assume here that mode-mixing is internal to the firm, as suggested by Hummels
and Schaur [2010] based on a study of Danish exporters. On a more aggregated basis, Hummels and
Schaur [2012] observe that “for 75 percent of trade by value and 90 percent of trade in manufacturing
categories we see similar goods (same HS-6 group) coming from the same exporter shipped using
both air and ocean modes.” I assume ϕ does not vary with distance since this merely complicates
the model without generating additional insights.
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decrease so that the consumption mix will shift in favor of sea-shipped varieties. This
is the opposite of the classic Alchian-Allen effect, since the increase in trade costs
causes a shift to the good seen as lower-quality, and is contrary to the patterns in air
share and average price that we observe in the data. Allowing qA to increase with
distance, however, can reverse this result, and is consistent with the intuition that
the quality premium associated with timely delivery by air increases with distance.
To connect this model with the empirical analysis in the paper, I provide
expressions for air share and average price in terms of the consumption ratio just
derived, and show that these will increase with the consumption ratio. Air share is







Dividing through by cS allows us to express this in terms of the air/sea consumption







Air share increases with the consumption ratio, as expected. Furthermore, it is





Note that in the absence of a markup on the air-shipped varieties, this would simply
reduce to p = p, such that changes in the consumption ratio or air share would have
no effect on the average price. We then divide through by cS to express it in terms











Increasing the consumption ratio (and hence air share) implies an increase in average
f.o.b. price due to the air shipping markup, thus demonstrating that prices can
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increase without a change in average quality aside from the speed of delivery. Thus,
Alchian-Allen-type relative price effects combined with a preference for timely delivery
can produce the distance premium on which BH base their work, without recourse to
heterogeneous firms differentiated by quality.
1.4 Data
The dataset used by BH is available on-line and I supplement it with district-
level detail from same original data source they draw upon, while following them
in dropping trade flows of less than $10,0009. Data on U.S. merchandise exports in
2005 is extracted from the CD-ROM series published by the U.S. Census Department,
which reports measures of aggregate value and quantity for annual exports by trading
partner, district of export, and 10-digit Harmonized System (HS) product category.
For each observation, the dataset also records separate value and weight figures for sea
and air trade, as well as the total number of shipments. BH aggregate the data up to
the national level, and proxy for trade costs by using distance measured in kilometers
from Washington, DC to the capital city of the importing country.10 When using
data at the district level, I calculate distance from the district’s principal city to the
foreign capital using a formula for great circle length as is standard in the literature.11
Hummels [2001b] in his Appendix A, and Feyrer [2009a] assert that this method is
only appropriate for air shipments, and attempt to adjust for geographical barriers to
9BH data files and Stata procedures for replicating regressions from the paper are posted at
http://www.aeaweb.org/aej/mic/data/2009-0032 data.zip. Trade flows are censored below $10,000
in order to avoid having the results influenced by small and economically insignificant observations.
10These figures are in their Appendix Table 1, and are based on data from the CEPII at
http://www.cepii.fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/distances.htm. Their paper erroneously indicates that the
distances are measured from Chicago.
11See http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/schedules/d/distcode.html for district names and
http://www.realestate3d.com/gps/latlong.htm for lat/lon location info used to code the principal
city in each district. The merchandise export data we use includes only district-level data, with no
detail on the port used.
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obtain a better measurement of nautical distance. I use Feyrer’s estimated nautical
distances to construct the IV used for air share in mixed-mode industries.12 All other
variables (e.g., remoteness, real GDP per capita, etc.) are as in BH; the main details
are given in their paper, and additional information on construction of the dataset is
contained in the accompanying files posted on-line.
1.4.1 Importing Countries
BH limit the dataset to the 100 largest countries for which the full set of data is
available to implement the gravity-style regression (i.e., countries for which real GDP
per capita is unavailable in the Penn World Tables are not included). As a result,
trade flows with a variety of very small countries (e.g., Nauru) are dropped, but the
countries that remain range from Canada (to which the U.S. sent about $183 billion in
exports in 2005) to Comoros (where the equivalent figure is a mere $225,098). Thus,
substantial heterogeneity still characterizes the size of trade flows in this dataset.
After verifying that the BH baseline results can be replicated, I drop Canada and
Mexico from further regressions because the degree of mismeasurement in the distance
variable is extremely high.13 This leaves us with data on 8,780 industries defined at
the HS10 level, such that out of a possible 860,440 industry-importer observations,
12Because nautical distances are estimated separately from the East or West Coast of the U.S.,
they can only be matched to the district-level data. I code districts according to which coast contains
the closest port. Using the Feyrer dataset necessitates dropping 20 countries, almost all of which
are landlocked.
13Transportation costs by distance for truck or rail (the only modes of transportation for U.S.
trade with its neighbors, with very small exceptions) should vary substantially from modes used
for overseas trade (cf. Table 3 in Hummels [2001b]). However, the U.S. trade dataset I use only
provides detail on the mode of shipping chosen for air and sea flows, not for any other surface modes
of transportation. Moreover, the assumption that all trade is shipped to the capital city will be much
less accurate for countries that border the U.S. than for countries overseas where internal distance as
a portion of overall distance shipped will be small. The weakness of this assumption is apparent in
the position of the circle corresponding to Mexico in Figure 1 of BH, where a few countries besides
Canada appear to be located closer to the U.S., and many countries seem to be just as close. Even
allowing for the log scale, comparisons of regional trade imply that the distance from Chicago to
Mexico City overestimates the average distance of U.S.-Mexican trade, and the distance to Ottawa
underestimates the average distance travelled by U.S.-Canadian trade.
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we have non-zero values for just 250,874 trade flows totalling around $441 billion.
1.4.2 Districts
Since variation in distance is used to identify changes in the composition of
firms exporting to different markets, an accurate measure of distance is essential for
evaluating the model. Instead of aggregating the data up to create a single observation
for each importer in a given industry, I keep the data at the level of the district of
export and measure distance from the district to the destination market to allow for
variation in distance both within and across the trade flows that BH consider at the
national level. After limiting the data as described above to be comparable to the BH
dataset (and excluding Mexico and Canada), we have 536,896 observations on exports
from 40 districts, although due to missing quantity data we can only calculate unit
prices for 400,629 of these flows. The overall value represented is approximately $316
billion, which is about 85% of the total value of non-NAFTA exports for which we can
calculate a unit price, indicating we are capturing the vast majority of U.S. overseas
exports. Because of the importance of shipping mode in the subsequent analysis, I
further exclude a few thousand observations for which a breakdown into air or sea
shipping is missing. Air shipping now composes slightly under half of the value of the
remaining trade flows, and summary statistics are reported in Tables 1.1 and 1.2.
1.4.3 Units
Units of measure are uniform within an industry but vary across industries, so
that simple comparisons of average unit values between industries may be comparing
items with different units (e.g., barrels and square meters). The empirical imple-
mentation therefore includes fixed effects by industry to control for cross-industry
differences in average price, with robust standard errors to mitigate the effect of
heteroskedasticity arising from aggregating over data denominated in different units.
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Most industries provide a second unit of measure, which is usually kilograms if the
primary unit is not kilograms. Using weight as the unit of measure has the advantage
of standardizing the way prices are measured across industries. BH therefore include
a “kg-only” specification which limits the dataset to observations where a price can
be calculated in value/kilogram terms - this covers about 31% of U.S. non-NAFTA
exports by value.14
1.4.4 Shipping Modes
To categorize how modal usage varies in the data, I divide industries into three
categories based on choice of shipping method: mostly air, mixed-mode, and mostly
sea, where “mostly” is defined as having greater than 95% of value exported by one
method.15 The distribution of air share in the data is highly bimodal, with more
than half of the value of non-NAFTA exports in industries classified as mostly air
or mostly sea. (In addition, a similar percentage of value characterizes district-level
observations that are mostly unimodal, as discussed below.)
To illustrate this categorization, the following examples are culled from the data
on U.S. exports in 2005. Diamonds (specifically, non-industrial diamonds weighing
>0.5ct each, which is HS 7102390050), were only exported by air, in 138 flows to 53
countries, for a total of $1.6 billion.16 Color video monitors (HS 8528210000) were
exported to 128 different countries in 430 air flows totaling $76 million and 228 sea
flows amounting to $70 million. In this case there is substantial overlap in the district-
14Some industries report quantity in units (such as metric tons) that can be converted to kilograms,
but this occurs infrequently enough that including these observations does not change the overall
results significantly.
15Ahn, Amiti, and Weinstein [2011] examine monthly U.S. imports between January 2007 and
July 2010, and find that 84% are either mostly seaborne (> 90% shipped by sea) or mostly not
seaborne (< 10%). Harrigan [2010] also uses 90% as his cut-off point for classifying trade flows as
going by air - see his section 4.3. I use a higher threshold to limit possible mismeasurement in unit
values arising from aggregating within an industry across observations shipped by different modes.
16Here, number of flows exceeds the number of destination countries because the data is on a
district-level basis and the same good is exported from multiple districts.
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level flows; 102 district-country pairs within this industry show exports by both air
and sea (e.g., color video monitors were exported to India via 12 districts; in half
of them, only sea shipping was used, in two districts only air was used, and in the
remainder both modes were used). Various types of lumber are exported mostly by
sea - as an example, ash wood, sawn lengthwise, over 6mm, rough (HS 4407990065)
has 255 observations on exports to 50 countries, totaling over $50 million shipped
always by boat. We can combine the mostly air and mostly sea industries into a
category called “mostly unimodal” or simply unimodal for convenience.
The two unimodal examples above are strictly unimodal, in that the data do
not show any instances of the other mode. They are indicative, though, in the dis-
crepancy in value, as can be seen from a more complete breakdown of U.S. industries
in our dataset. Mostly-air industries account for 635 of the HS10 product categories,
compared to 2,784 mostly-sea industries, with the remaining 4,251 industries showing
substantial amounts of both shipping modes. However, in value terms these three
categories are nearly equal: mostly-air amounts to $98 billion, mostly-sea $122 bil-
lion, and mixed-mode $181 billion.17 Thus, the average mostly-air industry is much
larger in value than its mostly-sea counterpart, which in turn is substantially larger
than the average mixed-mode industry.
1.4.5 Selection of Shipping Mode
Industries comprising the majority of the value of non-NAFTA exports in 2005
are characterized by one predominant mode of shipping, such that nearly all firms in
all districts choose the same mode given the physical characteristics of the item and
the demand it faces in different markets. For the remainder, both air and sea shipping
17By comparison, U.S. imports excluding trade originating in Canada and Mexico comprise about
$600b, of which mostly-air industries account for 10% of value, mostly-sea 61%, and mixed-mode
29%. Across all industries and including all trading partners, the value of U.S. exports is roughly
even by mode, with about 30% departing by air, 31% by sea, and 39% by land; for U.S. imports,
the equivalent figures are 14% air, 62% sea, 25% land. All figures are for 2005 (import data is based
on the US Imports of Merchandise CD-ROM).
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are used in significant amounts, implying that firms choose different modes depend-
ing on distance and on the price they can charge. In these mixed-mode industries,
if the selection process is driven in part by distance, the true effect of distance on
prices needs to account for the selection effect. Hence, ideally we would estimate the
effect of distance in both modes in a switching regression framework: using maximum
likelihood, a probit for selecting air or sea would be estimated jointly with separate
(log linear) regressions for price as a function of distance and other covariates, condi-
tional on that mode being chosen. Proper implementation would have to control for
HS10-specific effects, since industries will have idiosyncratically different probabilities
of choosing air shipping; however, a probit with fixed effects produces inconsistent
estimates.
A similar dilemma is faced by BH in modeling nonzero U.S. exports by indus-
try and country, given that there are systematic differences by industry that affect
whether or not the U.S. will export a given good to a particular destination. They
run three specifications (probit without fixed effects, ordinary least squares with fixed
effects, and a probit with random effects) and note the econometric disadvantages of
each.18 Since the results are broadly similar across specifications, they argue that
conclusions can be drawn from this exercise despite its drawbacks. In our case, how-
ever, the modal price regressions would incorporate the probit results in order to
account for the selection effect, so statistical problems with modeling selection could
make interpretation of the final results difficult. Furthermore, even if a typical firm
chooses one shipping mode, available industry-level data aggregate across many firms
and thus do not always show a binary outcome that could be used in such a selection
correction framework.
In light of this, I include air share as an explanatory variable for price, and
instrument for air share using the ratio of nautical to aerial distance for a given trade
route. This enables estimation of the effect of distance on price after controlling for
18See their table 3, as well as discussion on p. 76.
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the effect of shipping mode selection, such that we can compare these estimates to
those obtained from industries where only one shipping mode is used.
1.4.6 Within-industry heterogeneity (mixed-mode goods)
Even within mixed-mode industries, however, on a country-by-country basis
many goods are unimodal - that is, for a good with substantial use of both air and
sea shipping in aggregate exports we may still observe almost exclusive use of either
air or sea shipping to a given importing country. For example, color video monitors
are shipped exclusively by air to Spain, but only by boat to Algeria (despite, of course,
the difference in bilateral distance from the U.S. being quite small). Such country-
specific unimodality is not limited to a handful of examples; in value terms about
40% of U.S. exports in mixed-mode industries comprise trade flows where primarily
one mode of shipping is used to a single destination.
One possible interpretation is that such goods vary in a manner that affects
demand, but is unrelated to the cost of transportation; e.g., color video monitors come
in high- and low-quality varieties that have the same size and weight, but Spanish
consumers demand higher-definition monitors than their Algerian counterparts and
are willing to pay a premium for them to arrive quickly (thus justifying the added
cost of air shipping).19 This willingness to pay for prompt delivery could explain why
air prices exceed sea prices within mixed-mode industries, even when measured on a
f.o.b. basis.
Alternatively, there may be substantial heterogeneity of physical characteristics
within 10-digit product codes; in effect, the air and sea versions of the same HS10
category vary enough to be considered different goods. One way to test this hypothesis
is to compare the weight per unit of air- and sea-shipped varieties shipped to the same
destination country within a 10-digit product code. The U.S. export data provides
19Cf. Hummels [2007] where he gives a similar example using wristwatches of various qualities.
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number of shipments and aggregate quantity without providing a breakdown by mode;
as noted above, for air and sea shipping, only value and weight are provided. Thus, we
cannot directly compute the average weight of one unit of an item shipped by air or
sea, only average weight across both modes. In cases where the data contains multiple
district-level exports of the same 10-digit good to the same destination country, with
some observations showing only air shipping and some only sea shipping, we could
compare weight per-unit across modes. However, this limits us to a much smaller and
possibly unrepresentative subset of U.S. overseas exports.
Both explanations, though, are consistent with the framework found in Har-
rigan [2010]. His model predicts whether a given bilateral flow of goods to the U.S.
will use mostly air or mostly sea shipping, based in part on distance and the ratio
of value to weight. Higher values of this ratio should result in greater likelihood
of choosing air shipping; in part, this reflects lower transport costs from relatively
low-weight varieties.20 However, the choice of air shipping may also result in higher
export values because firms can charge a premium for timely delivery (in addition
to the higher transport costs from choosing air shipment). This endogeneity would
result in correlation between the regression error term and value/weight, so Harrigan
instruments for the latter using the industry average for the equivalent goods origi-
nating in Mexico and Canada (since these countries almost never use air transport
for exports to the U.S.).
For our purposes here, modeling shipping mode is secondary to assessing the
affect of distance on price, conditional on shipping mode. Hence, to capture the
cross-country heterogeneity in use of air shipping, air share is calculated as the share
of value exported by air on a country-industry basis and included as a predictor for
export price. Endogeneity concerns similar to those in Harrigan [2010] arise, but in
20Harrigan [2010] does not include industry fixed effects in this regression (found in Table 4 of
that paper) because those are not consistently estimated in a probit. This estimation thus compares
value/weight within and across industries, in contrast to the regressions in BH and this paper which
compare prices within industries.
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this case air share is the dependent variable (and is continuous rather than binary).
I instrument for air share using the ratio of estimated nautical distance (from Feyrer
[2009a]) to great-circle distance; for bilateral routes where the indicated sea-shipping
route is relatively long compared with that for air shipping, air share is likely to
be higher, and this distance ratio should be uncorrelated with the price. Because
nautical distances are only available for countries that are not landlocked, the dataset
is further reduced to 78 countries.
1.5 Results
Estimation is via OLS, with fixed effects for each HS10 code, and errors clus-
tered by industry and importer as in BH.21 All continuous variables are in log terms,





= αi + β lnDISTc + γxc + εic (1.2)
where i denotes an HS10 product category, c denotes the importing country, V is value
of exports, Q is the associated quantity (in weight or non-weight terms depending on
the industry), and xc is a vector of characteristics of the importing country. Table 1.3
reproduces the main findings from BH, as found in their Appendix Table 4 (the first
column of each of the three specifications there).22 To summarize the BH findings
briefly, Table 1.3 shows that distance has a strong positive effect on average unit
values. Remoteness has a strong negative effect in all specifications here, but the
other variables tested are not consistently significant. The strongest distance effect is
21Clustering in multiple dimensions is implemented using an algorithm discussed by Cameron,
Gelbach, and Miller [2011]. I comment on the appropriateness of its use in this context when
discussing the instrumental variables result below.
22These results are obtained by running the authors’ published Stata code on the posted version
of their dataset. At the bottom of the table I also report the total dollar value of the exports in each
regression. All dollar figures are in nominal terms.
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observed when the sample is limited to manufacturing goods, with the weakest effect
shown for goods measured in kilograms.
1.5.1 Better Matching of Distance with Data
In order to more accurately estimate the effect of trade costs, subsequent re-
gressions will incorporate several modifications to the specification used in BH; for
each change, regression results are reported to demonstrate whether such modifica-
tions substantially impact the estimated distance premium or whether their effect is
of little consequence. The first change is to exclude trade with Canada and Mexico, in
order to focus on trade flows where the mode of transportation is known and identified
in the data, and where our distance measure is a reasonable approximation. Results
of re-running the regressions in Table 1.3 on the remaining 98 countries are in Table
1.4; in short, the distance effects are strengthened, and the various indicator vari-
ables enter significantly. Hence, the BH result on distance is not due to aggregating
NAFTA trade with overseas exports. Table 1.5 shows the results of disaggregating
the dataset and using district-level exports with distances measured from the district




= αi + β lnDISTcd + γxc + εicd
with d denoting the exporting district. As before, prices rise with distance, with
stronger effects in manufacturing industries than in those where goods are measured
by weight.23 Because output is measured in kilograms for some manufacturing indus-
tries (and in terms other than kilograms for some non-manufacturing industries), the
manunfacturing and kg-only subsets of the data are not exclusive and do not aggre-
gate up to the combined category; hence, in this and all subsequent tables I include
23As noted above, observations smaller than $10,000 are discarded for all regressions, so that
these economically insignificant flows do not have a significant impact on our results. This censoring
criterion is more significant when applied to exports recorded on a district-level basis than for flows
at the national level, but the results are robust to the level at which censoring is applied.
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results for non-manufacturing industries as well to provide a more intuitive point of
comparison.
1.5.2 Sea
Because the effect of distance on trade costs varies between shipping modes,
I divide the district-level data into subsets based on industry usage of air shipping
and estimate the model separately for each. The results for unimodal industries are
striking: distance has no consistent effect on prices. Within sea-shipped goods (Table
1.6), an aggregate finding of no distance effect conceals contrasting results; in par-
ticular, distance has a negative and significant effect on prices for non-manufacturing
of kg-denominated goods, while prices rise with distance for manufactured goods.
Each of the two categories showing negative results comprises at least half of mostly
sea-shipped exports by value, much larger than the size of the manufacturing goods
analyzed here. There is thus no robust result across all industries that predominantly
use sea shipping; the differing signs of these results may reflect findings similar to
those of Johnson [2011] and Baldwin and Ito [2011], where industries are categorized
by either price competition or quality competition (where the former, for example,
might be consistent with a negative distance coefficient).24
1.5.3 Air
Unlike sea-shipped goods, where distance correlates to the time between when
goods leave the exporter’s territory and when they arrive in the foreign port, goods
shipped by air can reach most places in the world within a day. As such, the impact of
distance would be expected to be minimal, and that expectation is largely confirmed
24Feyrer [2009b] presents a natural experiment (the unexpected closure of the Suez Canal in
1967, and its re-opening several years later) which could be used to isolate and test the effect of
nautical distance on export prices. The trade data from those years include details on the mode of
transportation used but are at a much more aggregated level of product classification than the data
in this paper, so the use of average unit values to proxy for prices would be more problematic.
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by the results in Table 1.7. Distance has no significant effect when looking across all
air-shipped industries or when limiting the analysis to manufacturing industries. The
significant results for industries where the units are kilograms represent less than a
sixth of export value in air-shipped industries. For the overwhelming majority of air
exports, therefore, distance does not significantly impact price.
1.5.4 Mixed mode
The remaining 4,245 industries are classified as mixed-mode due to significant
use of both air and sea shipping. Unlike the unimodal regressions, the results in
Table 1.8 show a distance premium similar to the aggregate results pooled across all
shipping mode groupings in Table 1.5. Because this regression pools across different
modes of transportation where the effect of distance varies, controlling for the mode of
shipping chosen is necessary in order to estimate the true effect of distance. In order to
implement the instrumental variables approach discussed earlier, several landlocked
countries must be dropped from the dataset. This does not materially affect the
results, as can be seen in Table 1.9.
First stage results are presented in Table 1.10. The principal exogenous vari-
ables such as distance and real GDP have positive and highly significant results,
indicating they are related to choosing air shipping in industries where a choice of
transportation method is apparent in the data. Note, however, that the instrument,
ratio of nautical to aerial distance, only enters significantly in the non-manufacturing
and kg-only specifications; this is confirmed by underidentification test reported in
Table 1.11.25 There, implementing the IV causes the distance premium to vanish
in the second stage, with a negative result for the non-manufacturing and kilogram
subsets as in the estimation on sea-shipped industries. However, most other variables
also lose significance, such that the overall results are weak at best.
25On the test used, see Kleibergen and Paap [2006].
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One possible cause of the poor performance of the IV estimation is the use
of multi-way clustering, which can reduce the significance level of the estimated co-
efficients in comparison to a regression with one-way clustering (or no clustering).
BH assert that errors should be clustered by both industry and country, which is
equivalent to asserting that there would be heteroskedasticity in the regression resid-
uals if one-way clustering was implemented. As of this writing, however, there is no
operational test for the presence of heteroskedasticity in residuals from a regression
with one-way clustering. Note that while the number of industries here is fairly large,
the number of importers is relatively small, and this raises the question of whether
relying on the asymptotic theory underlying error clustering is appropriate for im-
porters. Harrigan [2010] raises this concern in an on-line appendix, and concludes
that clustering by country is not warranted.26 Similarly, Harrigan et al. [2011] cluster
only by importer in the regressions most comparable to those in BH and this paper.
In light of this, I re-run the IV estimation while clustering only by industry,
with the results for both stages reported in Tables 1.12 and 1.13. Re-clustering the
data does not affect the point estimates, but changes the significance levels ascribed
to them; in this case, the distance results remain the same for the full set of mixed-
mode industries, and the positive distance effect for manufacturing goods contrasts
with negative and highly significant results for the non-manufacturing and kg-only
specifications.27 Most of the other regressors now enter at a high level of significance,
and the distance ratio used to instrument for air share in the first stage is highly
significant across all specifications. Thus, after controlling for the use of air shipping,
distance has no consistent effect on prices in mixed-mode industries, in line with the
results above for unimodal industries.
26Harrigan also tries a two-way error components model, and finds evidence for random country
effects that are too small to adjust for. In his case, there are slightly more countries (around 100)
than are available for the IV estimation here.
27Limiting clustering to industry only has a similar effect on the significance of previous regression
results as well; in brief, distance has a strong positive effect on prices when pooling across all modes
of transportation, but inconsistent results within unimodal industries.
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1.6 Conclusion
This paper has shown that the choice of shipping mode matters when relating
the price of traded goods to distance. The result in BH showing the price of U.S.
exports rising with distance is not robust once shipping mode is taken into account.
That this is the case for the most disaggregated trade data publicly available indicates
it is likely to be an issue for work done on other national datasets as well. Further-
more, since distance does not significantly affect the average f.o.b. price of exports,
the aggregate data do not provide significant evidence of heterogeneous firms compet-
ing on quality. An alternative model without heterogeneous firms but incorporating
multiple modes of transportation and quality differences correlated with speed of de-
livery is consistent with the empirical results. Plainly, there is a significant body of
firm-level evidence for various countries supporting a model of heterogeneous firms,
but the BH methodology and dataset are insufficient to provide support for it.
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Table 1.1: Summary Statistics for Export Flows
Mean Minimum Maximum
Combined value 746 10 1,699,629
(9,437)
Sea value 416 0 1,265,937
(5,194)
Air value 321 0 1,699,629
(7825)
Sea quantity 589 0 7,499,223
(21,927)





Notes: Values are in thousands of dollars; quantities are in thousands of kilograms.
Combined value includes exports shipped by all modes of transportation. Each
observation is a flow of U.S. exports classified in a 10-digit industry to a given
importing country from one of 40 U.S. export districts. Standard deviations
in parentheses.
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Table 1.2: Summary Statistics for Importers
Mean Minimum Maximum
Distance 8.93 7.19 9.66
(0.58)
Real GDP 17.88 13.62 22.27
(1.91)
Real GDP per worker 9.30 6.90 11.08
(1.18)
Remoteness -12.20 -12.31 -12.11
(0.05)





Notes: All variables in log terms. Distances originally in kilometer terms. Remoteness
is calculated as a GDP-weighted average of bilateral distances to all other countries.
See BH for details on constructing remoteness. Standard deviations in parentheses.
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Table 1.3: Baldwin-Harrigan export price regressions
All Manufacturing Kg-only
log distance 0.216 0.272 0.164
(0.050)*** (0.067)*** (0.033)***
log real GDP -0.038 -0.052 0.000
(0.014)*** (0.018)*** (0.010)
log real GDP per worker -0.016 -0.056 0.084
(0.023) (0.027)** (0.015)***
log remoteness -2.351 -2.706 -1.844
(0.288)*** (0.328)*** (0.279)***
NAFTA -0.068 -0.014 -0.170
(0.168) (0.231) (0.102)*
Landlocked 0.134 0.071 0.255
(0.057)** (0.065) (0.049)***
Island 0.034 0.032 0.036
(0.051) (0.058) (0.048)
English -0.025 -0.038 0.002
(0.049) (0.063) (0.033)
Observations 181,020 123,547 92,085
Industries 7,831 4,886 4,582
Value $536b $319b $232b
R2 within 0.029 0.030 0.049
Notes: This table reproduces results in Baldwin and Harrigan, Appendix Table 4 (first
column in each specification). Dependent variable is log unit value of U.S. exports (summed
across all districts) by HS10 and destination country, relative to HS10 mean. Independent
variables characterize the export destination. Estimation is by OLS, excluding trade flows
below $10,000 and with fixed effects by HS10. Robust standard errors clustered by industry
and country in parentheses. Significance levels: * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 1.4: Export price regressions (excluding NAFTA)
All Manufacturing Kg-only
log distance 0.311 0.397 0.227
(0.034)*** (0.030)*** (0.025)***
log real GDP -0.055 -0.074 -0.012
(0.012)*** (0.013)*** (0.005)**
log real GDP per worker -0.028 -0.072 0.075
(0.020) (0.019)*** (0.010)***
log remoteness -2.559 -2.969 -2.001
(0.289)*** (0.289)*** (0.194)***
Landlocked 0.091 0.016 0.226
(0.033)*** (0.030) (0.033)***
Island 0.079 0.089 0.066
(0.015)*** (0.018)*** (0.013)***
English -0.102 -0.141 -0.049
(0.018)*** (0.018)*** (0.013)***
Observations 167,810 115,075 84,497
Industries 7,674 4,822 4,480
Value $325b $182b $137b
R2 within 0.018 0.020 0.035
Notes: Same as Table 1.3, but excluding exports to Canada and Mexico. Dependent variable is
log unit value of U.S. exports (summed across all districts) by HS10 and destination country,
relative to HS10 mean. Independent variables characterize the export destination. Estimation
is by OLS with fixed effects by HS10, excluding trade flows below $10,000 and intra-NAFTA
trade. Robust standard errors clustered by industry and country in parentheses. Significance
levels: * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 1.5: Export price regressions at the district level
All Manufacturing Non-mfg Kg-only
log distance 0.218 0.286 0.058 0.153
(0.024)*** (0.030)*** (0.022)*** (0.021)***
log real GDP -0.005 -0.022 0.039 0.034
(0.010) (0.013)* (0.008)*** (0.008)***
log real GDP per worker 0.034 -0.003 0.123 0.121
(0.022) (0.028) (0.014)*** (0.013)***
log remoteness -1.852 -2.060 -1.380 -1.587
(0.264)*** (0.298)*** (0.265)*** (0.250)***
Landlocked 0.144 0.059 0.377 0.309
(0.083)* (0.085) (0.086)*** (0.069)***
Island 0.120 0.108 0.138 0.134
(0.039)*** (0.040)*** (0.051)*** (0.044)***
English -0.069 -0.097 0.000 -0.027
(0.033)** (0.040)** (0.026) (0.023)
Observations 400,342 278,112 122,230 191,867
Industries 7,383 4,666 2,717 4,263
Value $316b $180b $136b $132b
R2 within 0.013 0.012 0.029 0.034
Notes: Dependent variable is log unit value of U.S. exports by HS10, destination country,
and export district, relative to HS10 mean. Independent variables characterize the export
destination. Estimation is by OLS with fixed effects by HS10, excluding trade flows below
$10,000 and trade with Canada and Mexico. Robust standard errors clustered by industry
and country in parentheses. Significance levels: * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 1.6: Sea price regressions
All Manufacturing Non-mfg Kg-only
log distance 0.024 0.116 -0.044 -0.040
(0.015) (0.024)*** (0.017)** (0.018)**
log real GDP 0.027 0.021 0.034 0.046
(0.005)*** (0.007)*** (0.006)*** (0.007)***
log real GDP per worker 0.075 0.045 0.093 0.116
(0.012)*** (0.017)*** (0.012)*** (0.013)***
log remoteness -0.716 -0.619 -0.759 -0.814
(0.156)*** (0.175)*** (0.220)*** (0.228)***
Island 0.058 0.034 0.071 0.066
(0.027)** (0.027) (0.035)** (0.041)
English 0.016 -0.002 0.025 0.033
(0.019) (0.026) (0.024) (0.024)
Observations 102,216 39,432 62,784 61,179
Industries 2,599 987 1,612 1,686
Value $118b $31b $87b $59b
R2 0.015 0.014 0.020 0.029
Notes: Dependent variable is log unit value of U.S. exports by HS10, destination country, and
export districtrelative to HS10 mean. Independent variables characterize the export
destination. Estimation is by OLS with fixed effects by HS10, excluding trade flows below
$10,000, trade with Canada and Mexico, and industries with less than 95% of value shipped
by sea. Robust standard errors clustered by industry and country in parentheses. Landlocked
indicator dropped. Significance levels: * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 1.7: Air price regressions
All Manufacturing Non-mfg Kg-only
log distance 0.099 0.087 0.110 0.148
(0.106) (0.123) (0.062)* (0.068)**
log real GDP -0.039 -0.048 0.012 0.009
(0.036) (0.039) (0.027) (0.024)
log real GDP per worker 0.029 0.011 0.128 0.090
(0.087) (0.097) (0.047)*** (0.040)**
log remoteness -2.755 -3.036 -1.074 -1.273
(1.035)*** (1.211)** (0.594)* (0.589)**
Landlocked -0.010 -0.048 0.217 0.195
(0.143) (0.158) (0.074)*** (0.128)
Island 0.157 0.153 0.155 0.160
(0.135) (0.157) (0.092)* (0.092)*
English -0.119 -0.124 -0.075 -0.044
(0.130) (0.146) (0.077) (0.065)
Observations 37,695 31,923 5,772 6,247
Industries 539 379 160 205
Value $73b $56b $17b $12b
R2 within 0.009 0.009 0.012 0.012
Notes: Dependent variable is log unit value of U.S. exports by HS10, destination country, and
export district relative to HS10 mean. Independent variables characterize the export
destination. Estimation is by OLS with fixed effects by HS10, excluding trade flows below
$10,000, trade with Canada and Mexico, and industries with less than 95% of value shipped
by air. Robust standard errors clustered by industry and country in parentheses.
Significance levels: * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 1.8: Export prices for mixed-mode industries
All Manufacturing Non-mfg Kg-only
log distance 0.315 0.344 0.203 0.266
(0.027)*** (0.029)*** (0.033)*** (0.026)***
log real GDP -0.013 -0.028 0.043 0.027
(0.011) (0.012)** (0.012)*** (0.010)***
log real GDP per worker 0.013 -0.021 0.153 0.120
(0.024) (0.027) (0.023)*** (0.017)***
log remoteness -2.190 -2.193 -2.140 -2.050
(0.296)*** (0.297)*** (0.382)*** (0.303)***
Landlocked 0.156 0.067 0.504 0.329
(0.080)* (0.075) (0.101)*** (0.065)***
Island 0.142 0.121 0.213 0.168
(0.039)*** (0.035)*** (0.068)*** (0.046)***
English -0.092 -0.108 -0.032 -0.056
(0.032)*** (0.036)*** (0.032) (0.026)**
Observations 260,431 206,757 53,674 124,441
Industries 4,245 3,300 945 2,372
Value $125b $94b $31b $61b
R2 within 0.017 0.014 0.046 0.042
Notes: Dependent variable is log unit value of U.S. exports by HS10, destination country, and
export district, relative to HS10 mean. Independent variables characterize the export
destination. Estimation is by OLS with fixed effects by HS10, excluding trade flows below
$10,000, trade with Canada and Mexico, and HS10 product categories where at least 95%
of value is shipped by one mode of transportation. Robust standard errors clustered by
industry and country in parentheses. Siginificance levels: * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 1.9: Mixed-mode baseline for IV subset
All Manufacturing Non-mfg Kg-only
log distance 0.341 0.370 0.224 0.281
(0.025)*** (0.027)*** (0.031)*** (0.026)***
log real GDP -0.024 -0.039 0.035 0.021
(0.009)*** (0.010)*** (0.012)*** (0.010)**
log real GDP per worker 0.029 -0.003 0.158 0.126
(0.021) (0.023) (0.022)*** (0.017)***
log remoteness -2.268 -2.270 -2.251 -2.176
(0.290)*** (0.296)*** (0.375)*** (0.298)***
Island 0.126 0.104 0.203 0.164
(0.039)*** (0.035)*** (0.069)*** (0.046)***
English -0.079 -0.092 -0.026 -0.064
(0.025)*** (0.027)*** (0.031) (0.026)**
Observations 235,126 186,795 48,331 112,218
Industries 4,233 3,291 942 2,365
Value $113b $86b $27b $54b
R2 within 0.018 0.016 0.044 0.043
Notes: Dependent variable is log unit value of U.S. exports by HS10, destination country, and
export district, relative to HS10 mean. Independent variables characterize the export
destination. Estimation is by OLS with fixed effects by HS10, excluding trade flows below
$10,000, trade with neighboring or landlocked countries, and HS10 product categories
where at least 95% of value is shipped by one mode of transportation. Robust standard
errors clustered by industry and country in parentheses. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 1.10: First stage regression: Air share on distance ratio
All Manufacturing Non-mfg Kg-only
log distance 0.094 0.103 0.062 0.100
(0.024)*** (0.027)*** (0.017)*** (0.023)***
log real GDP 0.019 0.020 0.015 0.016
(0.006)*** (0.006)*** (0.005)*** (0.006)***
log real GDP per worker 0.040 0.043 0.030 0.039
(0.012)*** (0.013)*** (0.010)*** (0.012)***
log remoteness -1.080 -1.108 -0.982 -1.129
(0.179)*** (0.190)*** (0.166)*** (0.186)***
Island 0.026 0.026 0.028 0.030
(0.025) (0.027) (0.020) (0.023)
English -0.002 -0.001 -0.005 -0.009
(0.014) (0.015) (0.012) (0.014)
Distance Ratio 0.042 0.041 0.054 0.049
(0.027) (0.029) (0.020)*** (0.026)*
Observations 234,506 186,277 48,229 111,975
Industries 4,227 3,285 942 2,365
Value $113b $86b $27b $54b
R2 within 0.117 0.128 0.078 0.112
Notes: Dependent variable is air share of U.S. exports by HS10, destination country, and
export district, relative to HS10 mean. Independent variables characterize the export
destination. Distance ratio is ratio of nautical to aerial distance to destination. Estimation
is by OLS with fixed effects by HS10, excluding trade flows below $10,000, trade with
neighboring or landlocked countries, and HS10 product categories where at least 95%
of value is shipped by one mode of transportation. Robust standard errors clustered by
industry and country in parentheses. Significance levels: * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 1.11: Mixed-mode prices using instrumented air share
All Manufacturing Non-mfg Kg-only
log distance -0.068 0.088 -0.258 -0.491
(0.183) (0.169) (0.107)** (0.274)*
log real GDP -0.122 -0.104 -0.114 -0.129
(0.064)* (0.049)** (0.064)* (0.093)
log real GDP per worker -0.153 -0.125 -0.097 -0.193
(0.106) (0.080) (0.117) (0.171)
log remoteness 2.596 0.863 6.259 7.141
(2.640) (2.162) (2.449)** (4.157)*
Island -0.011 0.018 -0.089 -0.121
(0.123) (0.094) (0.162) (0.212)
English -0.055 -0.081 0.055 0.041
(0.063) (0.045)* (0.100) (0.118)
Air share (IV) 4.863 3.047 9.614 8.977
(2.699)* (2.043) (2.861)*** (4.191)**
Kleibergen-Paap rk LM 2.723* 2.198 7.311*** 3.885**
Observations 234,506 186,277 48,229 111,975
Industries 4,227 3,285 942 2,365
Value $113b $86b $27b $54b
Notes: See Table 1.9. Air share is instrumented with all exogenous variables above plus the
ratio of nautical to aerial distance. R2 omitted due to use of an instrumented regressor.
Kleibergen-Paap rk LM statistic assesses underidentification (significance indicates excluded
instrument is correlated with the endogenous regressor). Robust standard errors clustered by
industry and country in parentheses. Significance levels: * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 1.12: First stage regression predicting air share (1-way clustering)
All Manufacturing Non-mfg Kg-only
log distance 0.094 0.103 0.062 0.100
(0.003)*** (0.003)*** (0.006)*** (0.004)***
log real GDP 0.019 0.020 0.015 0.016
(0.001)*** (0.001)*** (0.002)*** (0.001)***
log real GDP per worker 0.040 0.043 0.030 0.039
(0.002)*** (0.002)*** (0.004)*** (0.003)***
log remoteness -1.080 -1.108 -0.982 -1.129
(0.027)*** (0.030)*** (0.066)*** (0.041)***
Island 0.026 0.026 0.028 0.030
(0.003)*** (0.004)*** (0.008)*** (0.005)***
English -0.002 -0.001 -0.005 -0.009
(0.003) (0.003) (0.006) (0.004)**
Distance Ratio 0.042 0.041 0.054 0.049
(0.003)*** (0.004)*** (0.007)*** (0.005)***
Observations 234,506 186,277 48,229 111,975
Industries 4,227 3,285 942 2,365
Value $113b $86b $27b $54b
R2 within 0.117 0.128 0.078 0.112
Notes: Same as Table 1.10 except that robust standard errors are clustered by industry only.
Significance levels: * p < .10 , ** p < .05 , *** p < .01
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Table 1.13: Mixed-mode prices using IV air share (1-way clustering)
All Manufacturing Non-mfg Kg-only
log distance -0.068 0.088 -0.258 -0.491
(0.046) (0.051)* (0.071)*** (0.082)***
log real GDP -0.122 -0.104 -0.114 -0.129
(0.011)*** (0.011)*** (0.025)*** (0.017)***
log real GDP per worker -0.153 -0.125 -0.097 -0.193
(0.021)*** (0.021)*** (0.048)** (0.038)***
log remoteness 2.596 0.863 6.259 7.141
(0.540)*** (0.553) (1.163)*** (0.966)***
Island -0.011 0.018 -0.089 -0.121
(0.022) (0.021) (0.069) (0.045)***
English -0.055 -0.081 0.055 0.041
(0.014)*** (0.012)*** (0.052) (0.034)
Air share (IV) 4.863 3.047 9.614 8.977
(0.522)*** (0.519)*** (1.225)*** (0.908)***
Kleibergen-Paap rk LM 162.582*** 122.526*** 54.588*** 90.247***
Observations 234,506 186,277 48,229 111,975
Industries 4,227 3,285 942 2,365
Value $113b $86b $27b $54b
Notes: Same as Table 1.11 except that robust standard errors are clustered by industry only.
Significance levels: * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Appendix
In the first part of the appendix I review the derivation of the quality Melitz
model used in Baldwin and Harrigan [2011]. Following that, I demonstrate why their




BH’s quality heterogeneous firms model (what they call the QHFT model) is
based on an extension of Melitz [2003] to encompass firms that are heterogeneous
in unit costs and quality.28 In special cases where firms are homogeneous in quality,
this model reduces to their monopolistic competition model (where firms are homo-
geneous in costs) or a standard Melitz model (firms are heterogeneous in unit costs
but homogeneous in quality). The standard CES utility function is augmented by a







; σ > 1 (1.3)
where each firm produces a unique product and both are indexed by i, Θ is the set of
consumed varieties, and standard CES preferences obtain for the special case where


















di and let B ≡ E
P 1−σ , and we can write optimal expenditure per good as








Firms produce a single good and draw their unit cost ai from the Pareto distri-
bution G(a) = 1− (a0
a
)κ
for that good (i.e., we assume the same type of distribution
28This extension is already alluded to in Melitz [2003], as Kugler and Verhoogen [2011] note in
their Appendix D.
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for all industries, but allow the parameters κ > 1 and a0 to vary across them to re-
flect differences in production requirements). Unlike a standard Melitz model where
a high cost draw renders a firm less competitive, here quality is assumed to vary with
costs such that high-cost firms have higher quality and thus a lower quality-adjusted
price than low-cost firms. We assume qi = ai
1+θ with θ > 0 in order to exclude a
Melitz-type result where firms compete primarily on costs (with θ = −1, for example,
quality is the same for all firms, and they compete solely on cost). All firms in a given
exporter country o face the same wage wo and treat quality as given when setting
prices; mill-pricing is optimal as in a standard Dixit-Stiglitz model, so the f.o.b. price





BH note the discrepancy between the definition of a product in theory and
in the data, and after giving several examples of HS10 product codes for the US,
they mention that “there is ample scope for distinct products being sold in these and
most other HS10 codes.” I discuss the evidence for this in the body of the paper,
but for the purposes of this section, we assume that firms face identical shipping
costs for the same good, and that all firms exporting the same good choose the same
method of transportation.29 In particular, firms face standard iceberg trade costs
such that τ ≥ 1 units of a good must be shipped in order for one unit to arrive
in the destination. Costs of trade are completely borne by consumers because firms
charge the same f.o.b. price to all destinations; thus, consumers pay the c.i.f. price
pi = τaiwo/(1− 1σ ) to receive one unit of a good, but the firm ships τ units, so the firm
still receives aiwo/(1− 1σ ) for each good shipped. (Thus, to satisfy consumer demand
of ci units, firms ship τci units.) Consumption is based on quality-adjusted price, as
shown above, which will be equal to:
29See, however, Hummels and Schaur [2010], who cite Danish data supporting the hypothesis that
mode-mixing takes place within firms (24% of firm-importer pairs use multiple modes of transport).
It is not clear whether this includes multiple surface modes (e.g., truck or rail) of the type we are
excluding for the U.S. In addition, their industry data is at a higher level of aggregation (HS6), so












Given the iceberg assumption, firm revenue in a given export market will be identical
to optimal expenditure, which we can obtain by substituting the quality-adjusted









We denote the destination market as d here, and since firms can be distinguished by
their unit cost, we drop the firm subscript for convenience. Operating profit can be
obtained by dividing revenue by σ, as is standard with a Dixit-Stiglitz framework.
Note that given the definitions of the parameters θ and σ, revenue (and thus profit)
is increasing in the unit cost term because high-quality firms are more profitable.
Exporting
Firms pay a fixed cost F to enter a given export market, hence only firms
whose profits can cover this beachhead cost will chose to export. We can solve for
the cut-off firm exporting to a given market (as denoted by its level of unit costs aod)












where f ≡ σF (1 − 1
σ
)1−σ. Since profits are increasing in a and firms face the same
cost of exporting to a given market, any firm with a ≥ aod will export to market
d. In addition, prices are rising in a, implying that average prices will be higher in
destination markets with higher aod; since
∂aod
∂τ
> 0, we should expect average prices
to be higher in distant export markets than in closer ones. To see this result more
formally, we turn to defining a price index for exports.
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BH do not provide an expression for the export price index of the quality
model in either the paper or the appendix, but they do show the equivalent for their








dG (aod | a ≤ aoo)
In the Appendix, I use their method to construct the equivalent expression for the
quality model, and show the drawbacks to this approach. Instead, here I derive an
export price index that more closely matches the average unit values that can be
calculated from the U.S. dataset we will be working with in the empirical section.
Price is proxied for by the ratio of aggregate value to aggregate quantities, within a
particular industry originating in one U.S. district and shipped to a given destination
market. Using the notation above for firm revenue and output, we sum over all firms




pc dG (a | a ≥ aoo)´∞
aod
τodc dG (a | a ≥ aoo)
where the conditional probability reflects the restriction that exporting firms must
find it profitable to serve their home market, and the limits of integration include
only firms whose profits can cover the beachhead cost of exporting to this destination
market. The firm productivity distribution is given by G(a) = 1− (a0
a
)κ
, so dG(a) =
κa−κ−1aκ0da. Treating the numerator and denominator separately for expositional













All terms except unit costs can be pulled out of the integral, which we can then evalu-
ate using the assumption that θ(σ−1)−κ < 0 (this rules out conditions under which
firm revenue is unbounded for firms at the high end of the productivity distribution,
and BH also rely on this assumption in the derivation found in their appendix). The
numerator in terms of aod thus becomes:
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θ(1− σ) + κ (1.9)
Rather than substituting for aod now and evaluating, we evaluate the denomi-
nator and then take the ratio of the two in order to cancel common terms. Quantity





















θσ − θ − κ− 1
∣∣∣∣∞
aod
The regularity condition assumed above implies that the exponent on the unit cost
term will also be negative, and the integral converges.










−θσ + θ + κ+ 1 (1.10)






) −θσ + θ + κ+ 1
−θσ + θ + κ aod (1.11)
Note that the only term in (1.11) which depends on the destination is that denoting
the cut-off firm, which is necessary in order to link observed changes in average unit
value across destinations to unobserved variation in firm entry into export markets.
To solve out for the average unit value, we substitute in the solution for aod
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We collect terms containing only parameters and the wage (which does not vary in our
dataset since there is only one exporting country) and denote this as δo, allowing us
to obtain a cleaner expression for average unit value of exports to a given destination:







Thus, average unit value rises with trade costs, with the elasticity inversely
dependent on the parameter linking unit costs to quality.30 The intuition is that
quality acts to offset trade costs; as the quality parameter θ rises, more firms are
able to enter any export market for a given level of trade costs (recall that in (1.8), a
higher θ translates into a lower aod, and in the limit as θ gets very large, the marginal
exporter has aod = 1, meaning all firms export to every destination). Thus, for higher
θ, trade costs have less impact on the marginal exporter and in turn on the average
unit value of exports to a given destination.
Export price indices
In this section, we apply the method used to derive the price index for BH’s
non-quality Melitz model (i.e., where firms compete on price) to derive the equivalent
expression for their quality Melitz model. This exposition will demonstrate that the
price index shown in their paper cannot be used to make clear inferences about firm
export participation across markets, and hence the conclusions that BH draw from
their empirical results cannot be justified based on their model as they present it.
The explanation below makes frequent references to the equations in BH in order to
show that the derivations below match what is done there (whether explicitly in the
text of their paper or appendix, or implicitly in order to derive the results there).
30In addition, note that the exponent on market size would be negative for positive θ, implying
average unit values falling with real GDP. Although this is borne out by the results in Table 1.3,
this finding does not persist in many of the other specifications tested here.
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Derivation of a price index for the non-quality Melitz model
Since the only difference in the set-up between the quality and non-quality
models is the inclusion of quality in determining the quality-adjusted price, we begin







where the τ indicates that this is the c.i.f. price paid in the foreign market. BH





with σ > 1 (see their equations (1) and (6)).31 This implies that the price index





1−σ , where total expenditure is denoted by E ≡ wL
and we suppress the destination subscripts for notational convenience. Expenditure
on a given firm’s product is the same as in (1.5) once we substitute in using (1.13)
















To obtain the price index, the derivation above would imply dividing (1.14) by B and
then raising the resulting expression to the power of 1
1−σ . Inexplicably, BH merely










31Aside from the issues delineated in this appendix, note that this price index does not correspond
to the way average unit values are derived from the U.S. exports dataset, which motivates building
the price index used in the body of this paper.
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This is identical to equation (11) in BH (I omit the condition they include in the
distribution since it plays no role here). The problem is that this effectively equates
pod with P
1−σ instead of the actual CES index P ; since P 1−σ =
´
p1−σi di, it can be
quickly verified that pod will always increase in value as new firms (i.e., additional
prices pi) are added to the summation; conversely, it will always fall as prices are
removed from the summation, which corresponds in our model to marginal firms
ceasing to export as distance increases. The rest of the exposition below merely
follows through the algebra to confirm that this is the end result (for both the non-
quality and quality versions of the model), and draws out the implication that changes
in pod with distance do not necessarily imply firm quality differentiation.
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0
On p. 67 of their paper, BH require κ > σ − 1 (i.e., they rule out prices going to










κ− σ + 1 (1.16)
Note that, in contrast to (1.11) above, pod is falling in τod before we account for the
effect of trade costs on the cut-off firm; that is, average prices are falling with distance
even if there is no difference in the cut-off firm across destinations. Therefore, we
cannot infer differences in the cut-off firm across destination markets based on changes
in average export prices, as we will discuss below. First, however, we confirm that
this equation reduces to the solution in BH, by substituting into (1.16) the solution



















where δo is a collection of parameters and a function of the wage rate (which is a
constant given only one exporter); this expression is equivalent to their equation (12).
They conclude from this result that this model predicts falling average prices as trade
costs increase, consistent with the intuition that fewer firms will export as distance
increases, and lower-cost firms will be more likely to export to distant markets than
higher-cost firms.
As noted above, the disadvantage of this solution is that trade costs affect
average f.o.b. prices even before we take account of their effects on the cut-off firm’s
level of unit costs. The implication is that even in a world of homogeneous firms,
where unit costs and hence export participation are identical across firms, average
price would still be lower in the more distant market. As a simple example, consider
two markets d′ and d′′ where τod′ < τod′′ and where all firms export to both destinations
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such that the ratio of average prices in d′′ (the distant market) compared to d′ (the









The average f.o.b. price is thus falling with distance even in the absence of any dif-
ference in firm export participation. In turn, with this model, an empirical finding of
prices falling with distance is necessary, but not sufficient, to show that Melitz-type
price competition characterizes the trade data analyzed.
Derivation of price index for quality model
As indicated above, BH do not explicitly derive a price index for their quality
model as they do in equations (11) and (12) for their non-quality Melitz model. We
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make minor modifications to the procedure above in order to apply it to the quality




























The firm productivity distribution is now given by G(a) = 1 − (a0
a
)κ
, so dG(a) =










θ(σ − 1)− κ
∣∣∣∣∞
aod
With the same regularity condition as in section 3.4 above (and which is on p. 20 of












θ(1− σ) + κ (1.18)















Assume again that firms are homogeneous in unit costs such that export participation






, which is less than 1 because τod′ < τod′′ . Thus, the average f.o.b.
export price falls with distance even though there is no difference in firm export
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participation across destinations, such that we cannot consistently infer changes in
firm export participation from changes in the average price.
As a final note, since BH do not give the reduced form version of pod (i.e., the
equivalent of (1.17) above) for the quality model, I substitute the solution for aod






















θ(1− σ) + κ
For our purposes, we can ignore everything after the first term and focus on the sign
of the coefficient on τod. BH assume that κ > 1 and θ > 0, hence their model predicts
a negative coefficient on trade costs even in the presence of firms differentiated by
quality. There is thus no difference in the expected sign of this coefficient in their
non-quality and quality models, and the positive coefficient on distance obtained in
their empirical results is inconsistent with both. This contrasts with equation (1.12),
where the distance coefficient is positive (conditional on positive θ), such that an
empirical finding of average unit values rising with distance would be consistent with
the quality model outlined in section 3 above.
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Chapter 2
From Groundnuts to Globalization:
A Structural Estimate of Trade
and Growth
2.1 Introduction1
Economists have long postulated that trade may raise growth. However, it
was not until the work of Romer [1987] and Rivera-Batiz and Romer [1991] that
we had a general equilibrium model that would let us understand how trade might
bring this about. While this seminal work has spawned the development of the vast
endogenous growth literature, it has fallen short of taking these models to the data.2
This paper is the first attempt to structurally estimate the impact that trade has
on growth as suggested by the endogenous growth literature. To do this, we extend
Jones [1995] into a multi-country setting and use detailed data on the import of
1This chapter is joint work with David Weinstein of Columbia University and Chris-
tian Broda of Duquesne Capital Management.
2This was one of Rivera-Batiz and Romer’s main objectives. As they state in their opening
paragraph, at that time “it would be difficult for any of us to offer a rigorous model that has been
(or even could be) calibrated to data”.
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capital and intermediate goods across countries to estimate the impact that trade has
on a country’s productivity. Our results suggest that while trade has only temporary
effects on a country’s growth rate, the effects are persistent enough to imply large
gains from trade. Our estimates suggest that about 10-25 percent of the typical
country’s per capita income growth can be attributed to international trade.
The methodology we employ differs quite sharply with that employed by most
of the existing trade and growth literature. Prior work has tended to fall into two
categories. Cross-country growth regressions have used a “one regression fits all”
approach that is quite vague about the precise mechanisms of how trade globalization
affects growth. This has produced a skepticism about the robustness of the results
and has led researchers to focus their attention on specific cases of liberalization.3
These “micro-econometric studies” of particular sectors such as “groundnuts” have
the advantage that they can provide rich and compelling econometric evidence of
particular trade liberalizations. In the best examples, one can often be precise about
the mechanisms through which trade affects growth. Their main disadvantage is that
it is hard to extrapolate from groundnuts to globalization.
In this paper we use a hybrid approach to understanding how trade affects
growth. By breaking world trade down into 6-digit bilateral import flows and esti-
mating hundreds of structural parameters per country, we are able to build estimates
that preserve the cross-industry richness of each country’s economy. The estimation
strategy we use enables us to combine all the gains from new and better imported
goods in each industry to obtain aggregate implications for each country. We can
use these estimates to account for the extent of productivity growth predicted by
3Hallak and Levinsohn [2008] identify three main classes of “basic methodological shortcomings”
in the cross-country evidence. First, trade policy or openness is typically summarized by a one-
dimensional index that has little theoretical foundation. Second, there are severe omitted variables
biases, which lead to results that are not robust (c.f. Sala-i-Martin [1997], Rodriguez and Rodrik
[2001], Noguer and Siscart [2005, and especially 2006]). Finally, there is so much heterogeneity in
economic conditions across countries that it is doubtful that there is a unique mapping of trade into
growth.
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endogenous growth models and thereby can be precise about the channel through
which trade affects growth.
A key aspect of endogenous growth models is that the introduction of new and
better products drives productivity growth. Hence, we begin our exploration of the
data by documenting that a defining characteristic of the growth of world trade over
the last decade has been the import of new goods as well as existing goods from new
sources of supply.4 Analyzing 6-digit bilateral flows over the period 1994-2003, we
show that for most countries in the world their trade to GDP ratio rose because they
imported new goods not because they imported more of existing goods. In the typical
developing country, virtually all of the growth in the ratio of imports to GDP came
from the import of new varieties, and new varieties accounted for almost half of the
growth. Moreover we show that there are far more trade flows than would be obtained
in a world of homogeneous goods. Since countries are importing new goods and these
goods are differentiated, this implies gains to productivity and welfare along the lines
predicted by endogenous growth models.
In these models, opening to trade causes an immediate jump in per capita
income as the access to new and higher quality intermediate inputs increases pro-
ductivity. We use the empirical methodology of Feenstra and Markusen [1994] to
show that we can measure this impact in a way consistent with Jones [1995]. In our
calibration, the increase in the number of imported varieties observed over the last 10
years raised GDP per capita in the typical country in the world by 1-1.5 percent. The
main intuition is that increasing the number of intermediate goods does not increase
4Our data lets us measure intermediate inputs quite precisely. To give an example from our data,
we allow for 6 different types of groundnut products: e.g. shelled raw groundnuts, unshelled raw
groundnuts, prepared groundnuts, etc. Data limitations force us to treat new imports of some –
but not all – groundnut products symmetrically (e.g. shelled and unshelled raw groundnuts), but
nonetheless we are able to structurally estimate four different demand parameters and four different
supply parameters in the groundnut market per country. These parameters enable us to estimate
how new imports of unshelled groundnuts affect each economy without making any restrictions that
countries value raw groundnuts similarly or that liberalizing raw groundnuts is similar to liberalizing
prepared groundnuts.
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productivity much if new varieties are close substitutes to existing varieties or if the
share of new varieties is small relative to existing ones. For this reason, a crucial as-
pect of this calibration is the estimation of elasticities of substitution across different
intermediate goods that are allowed to vary in each of the 73 countries studied in
around 200 sectors. We apply methods developed in Feenstra [1994] and Broda and
Weinstein [2006] to estimate these structural parameters.
These models of endogenous growth also suggest that opening to trade can af-
fect the growth rate of productivity. The wider access to imported intermediate goods
means that R&D labor is more productive, which reduces the cost of generating new
blueprints for intermediate products. Whether this cost reduction is temporary or
permanent is what distinguishes semi-endogenous growth models from fully endoge-
nous growth models. Under some reasonable assumptions we are able to quantify how
persistent this reduction is by examining the growth in the set of exported varieties
across countries. Using detailed export data to proxy for the new domestic goods in
each country, we find that increasing the number of existing varieties only temporarily
raises growth rates over their steady state level. We find the half-life of the impact of
new goods on growth rates to be around 24 years.
Despite the fact that we find only a temporary increase of growth after an
increase in the set of imported intermediate inputs, we show that the impact from the
global rise in imported varieties in the last 10 years on future output growth is large.
To see how much this would matter for welfare we can compare the present discounted
value of per capita income with and without access to the foreign varieties to obtain
a measure of how much permanent income rose as a result of the liberalization. Our
results indicate that permanent income will ultimately rise by 28 percent in the median
country as a result of these new varieties. Of this, only 1.3 percentage points are
due to the immediate productivity gain arising from the import of new and better
varieties (what we call below the “level effect,” following Rivera-Batiz and Romer
[1991]). In other words, semi-endogenous growth models suggest that there are very
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powerful growth effects due to trade liberalization that are ignored by conventional
static analyses.
While no previous paper has structurally estimated the impact of trade on
growth, our paper is related to a number of strands in the existing literature. First,
in a survey of our understanding about growth, Easterly and Levine [2001] argue
that “in the search for the secrets of long-run economic growth, a high priority should
go to rigorously defining TFP, empirically dissecting it, and identifying the policies
and institutions most conducive to its growth”. Our paper obeys their injunction by
measuring the impact that trade in new and better intermediate inputs has had on
productivity growth in different countries around the world. Second, our paper adds
to the existing tests of endogenous growth. Kocherlakota and Yi [1996] find evidence
in favor of an endogenous growth model relative to exogenous growth models. Jones
[1995] finds that fully endogenous growth models have counterfactual predictions as
the share of R&D labor has increased in the US over recent decades without the
predicted rise in growth rates. As in Jones, we find evidence in favor of the semi-
endogenous growth model.
Finally, our paper is related to a growing literature on the importance of new
goods for measuring and understanding economic progress. Hummels and Klenow
[2005] describe how large economies export more than small economies. They find
that 60 percent of the higher exports are due to the export of new goods but fall
short of examining their impact on growth or welfare. Broda and Weinstein [2006]
examine the welfare impact of new imported goods in the US between 1972 and 2001.
They focused only on the static gains from new consumption, ignoring any dynamic
effect that new intermediate or capital goods may have had on the rate of output
growth of the US. By contrast, this paper’s main focus is on how new intermediate
inputs affect the level of TFP and especially the growth rate of the economy. This
effort to account for the growth effects of trade in new goods is at the centerpiece of
the theoretical and empirical work in this paper. Moreover, this paper examines the
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impact of variety growth on 73 countries in the world, not just the US.
2.2 The Growth in World Varieties
What is behind international growth in trade to GDP ratios? In order to answer
this question, it will be useful to establish some terminology. We define an imported
variety as a 6-digit Harmonized System (HS) product category from a particular
country. To give an example drawn from our data, “raw, shelled groundnuts” is a
product category, and “Gambian, raw, shelled groundnuts” is a variety. Obviously,
counting categories and varieties can be problematic because new varieties may be
lower or higher quality relative to existing ones. This is an issue that we will deal with
in our econometric section, but it is still useful to have some sense of the changes in
variety growth in the raw data. In Table 1, we present summary statistics for the 73
countries that reported 6-digit HS import data using the 1992 classification system
in the United Nation’s COMTRADE database for at least 5 years between 1994 and
2003.5 We use the U.S. 1997 Benchmark Input-Output table at the NAICS 6-digit
level to divide imports into consumption goods and capital and intermediate input
goods (see Appendix 1 for details). Most countries have consecutive import and
export data from 1994 to 2003 (see Appendix 3 for years for each country). On
average, we have approximately 3 million bilateral trade flows per year. As one can
see from Table 1, the median number of imported product categories in our sample
is 4,091 in 1994 and 4,164 in 2003.6 This indicates that the typical country in the
world imports just over four fifths of all of the different types of goods (not varieties)
5We initially had 79 countries, but we noticed some discrepancies between the COMTRADE data
and the World Bank’s World Development Indicators database (WDI) that made us not trust the
data for a few countries. We dropped 4 countries (Costa Rica, Saint Lucia, Trinidad and Tobago,
and Uganda) because the ratio of imports reported by COMTRADE relative to the WDI fluctuated
by over 20 percent. We also dropped country years if the ratio of imports in the two databases
differed by more than 50 percent. This eliminated Moldova and the Seychelles.
6This rise occurred despite the fact that several HS categories were retired over this time period,
which caused the total number of HS categories to fall slightly from 5,036 to 4,980.
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traded internationally. In other words, import competition exists in most countries
in most markets.
The change in the number of source countries per category is more striking.
The median number of varieties imported by a country in our sample rose by 38
percent from 29,973 to 41,302 over the same time period. In order to assess the
implications of this change for each importer, we first computed the average number
of countries supplying each 6-digit import good and then computed the median across
importers of these averages. In 1994, the typical country imported its goods from on
average 7 suppliers. This indicates that only very few of the close to 200 potential
exporters actually supplied a good into the typical importer’s market. Between 1994
and 2003, however, the average number of suppliers of a good in the typical importer
rose from 7.0 to 8.1, indicating that most countries experienced a substantial increase
in the number of exporters supplying any given market. This 16 percent increase in
the number of countries supplying the imports of a good to the typical country in
combination with the rise in total number of varieties imported by the typical country,
makes a prima facie case that the number of varieties entering most countries rose
globally.
Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 portray this information graphically for the 73 countries
in our sample. We plot the final number of positive import categories (in logs) against
the initial level (in logs) in Figure 2.1. The dashed line corresponds to the 45-degree
line which indicates no growth in imported goods. Almost all countries experienced
an increase in the number of goods imported, and those that experienced declines
experienced only modest ones. The data indicate that there is a general increase
in the number of goods imported. As one can see from the figure, countries that
imported in a large set of products in 1994 had proportionally less growth in new
goods than those in the rest of the sample.
This inverse relationship between growth in new goods and the initial level of
goods with positive imports suggests two potential limitations of the data. First, even
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at the 6-digit level, most countries import most goods (and some countries import
virtually all goods), so the scope for identifying variety growth through the new goods
dimension is going to be limited. This is especially true for large countries that tend
to import in virtually all categories. Second, the total number of existing product
categories is bounded above. Statistical offices define goods categories based on the
existing set of goods, not future goods. This means that if variety growth manifests
itself in new goods, new varieties will initially be placed in the same categories as
existing goods, and we will underestimate variety growth.
Figure 2.2 shows that the growth in the number of source countries per good
is also larger in countries that imported from fewer sources per good in 1994. As one
can see from Figure 2.2, virtually all countries in the world shared this common trend
of importing from more countries. Figure 2.3 reports the pattern of growth depending
on the initial level of varieties. It shows that variety growth is positive for almost all
countries in our sample. The only outliers in these data are countries with some major
macroeconomic or political disruption such as Argentina, Central African Republic,
Malaysia and Uruguay. Moreover, this figure shows that import variety growth was
a common feature of all countries in the sample during this period, despite the fact
that some countries could not import in more categories.
A frequently cited stylized fact underlying our sense of increasing globalization
is that trade to GDP ratios for most countries have been rising. Given the disaggregate
nature of the data we use, we can understand the role played by new varieties of
imports in this growth by conducting the following exercise. Let Mct be total imports
into country c in time t. Let Ics be the set of positive bilateral import flows into
country c in time s. It will also be useful to define Mct(Ics) as the value of imports
into country c of varieties that were also available in time s. Using these variables,
we can decompose imports into a country according to the following equation:
Mct ≡Mct (Ict−1) + [Mct −Mct (Ict−1)] (2.1)
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where the first term corresponds to the imports of goods that were available in period
t–1, and the second term corresponds to total imports in period t of goods that were









































The left-hand side of equation (2.3) is the percentage change in the country’s
import to GDP ratio. The terms on the right correspond to the contribution to this
change by intensive import growth and extensive import growth.
Table 2.2 reports the results from performing this decomposition for our sample
of countries. On average, these countries saw their import to GDP ratios rise by 42.1
percent. Of this growth in the import to GDP ratio, 32.4 percentage points was
due to new imports. This means that almost 80 percent of the growth in import to
GDP ratios was due to new imports in the average country. While the impact was
substantially smaller in developed countries, even in this set of countries new imported
varieties accounted for more than a third of their import growth. In developing
countries, new imported goods accounted for virtually all of the increase in the import
to GDP ratio. This pattern is, if anything, even stronger when we look at intermediate
goods. In sum, the data clearly makes a strong case for thinking about the import of
new varieties when thinking about how trade-to-GDP ratios are rising.7
The growth in these new varieties would have little meaning if imports of
the same good from different countries are perfect substitutes. One way to confirm
whether goods at this level of aggregation are indeed differentiated is by testing a
7In Appendix 2 to this paper, we define an index of trade dispersion to assess the level of global
integration via trade. Results are presented in Table 2.3.
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simple prediction by Dorfman, Samuelson and Solow [1958]. They argued that in a
world in which goods are perfectly homogeneous and firms are perfectly competitive,
one can model trade as a linear programming problem in which one minimizes trade
costs subject to the constraint that one must satisfy every country’s net offer of each
good. With C countries in the world, Dorfman, Samuelson, and Solow show that the
solution to any such minimization problem will entail no more than C - 1 positive
bilateral trade flows for any good. The intuition for this result is that if goods are
homogeneous and trade costs are positive, countries will not be on both sides of the
market, i.e. they will not export and import the same good. Thus, the most flows will
obtain when there is one exporter and C – 1 importers. If there are more exporters
of a good, then trade between them will be zero and the number of flows will tend to
fall or at most remain the same.
The “C – 1 ” condition provides a simple test for assessing what share of world
trade could plausibly be modeled as the exchange of homogeneous goods. In order
to examine this, we analyzed the trade flows for each good in which there exists
some trade among the 73 countries that reported trade data in 2003. In each of the
5,036 6-digit categories, we counted the number of positive bilateral trade flows. The
frequency distribution is presented in Figure 2.4. The line in the figure separates
those sectors satisfying the necessary condition for being a homogeneous good, i.e.
having 72 or fewer flows. Only 4 percent of the goods at the 6-digit level satisfy
this condition. This suggests that even at the 6-digit level, it would be a mistake to
model more than a small fraction of world trade using a model in which perfectly
competitive firms export homogeneous goods. However, if the vast majority of trade
is in differentiated products and imported varieties are rising, then this implies that
there may be gains from importing new varieties.8
To sum up, our examination of the raw data reveals several important features
8Bilateral trade in homogeneous goods could occur in the Brander and Krugman [1983] model.
However, in this model, an expansion of the number of trading partners would also produce a welfare
gain because prices would fall.
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of globalization. First, in most countries, the trade to GDP ratio is rising not because
they import more of the same varieties, but rather because they import new goods
and, in particular, new varieties of existing goods. This phenomenon is critical for
understanding the growth of trade relative to GDP around the world. Second, there
appear to be vastly more bilateral flows between countries than one would have pre-
dicted using classic comparative advantage models. This implies that countries may
have gains from the import of new varieties. How much the increase in new varieties
matters for global growth is the issue we address in the next section.
2.3 Empirical Strategy
2.3.1 Theory
Rivera-Batiz and Romer [1991] analyzed the impact of trade on growth in the
context of an endogenous growth model. In this section we generalize that framework
along the lines of Jones [1995] so that we can examine how international trade in
intermediate goods affects domestic growth. For expositional ease, we first describe
the environment in the home country and then introduce a foreign country. We start












where H denotes the home country, LY is the number of workers engaged in produc-
tion, xv denotes the capital or intermediate input varieties used in the production
process, α is the share of labor in output, and 1/(1–θ) is the elasticity of substitution
between varieties of inputs.9 We assume that the price of final goods output is nor-
9There are two important features of this production function. Prior work in the literature, e.g.
Jones [1995], has assumed final goods output is produced according to the following production
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malized to 1, and for notational convenience we suppress the country subscript in the
discussion that follows.
As in Jones [1995], technological progress is represented by the creation of
designs for the new types of intermediate or capital inputs. We first derive the equi-
librium prices and quantities of intermediate inputs. Since output of the final good is
constant returns to scale, each factor is paid its marginal product. This implies that








We assume that the producers of capital goods rent designs of these goods for a price
of r. Profit maximization by capital goods producers implies that they set
max
xv
pvxv − rxv (2.6)




− r = 0 (2.7)
We can use (2.5)and (2.7) to obtain the profit maximizing price and quantity, which
are given by the following expressions:









Equilibrium profits of capital input producers can be expressed as:
piv = pi = x(p− r) = (1− θ)xp = (1− θ)(1− α)Y
A
(2.10)






. We generalize this specification as it is hard to take to the data
because α governs both the labor share of output and the degree of substitution among varieties. In
addition, we follow the literature and do not distinguish capital from intermediate inputs.
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Equation (2.9) lets us simplify our final goods production function and derive





x = Ax (2.11)






We can then write the growth rate of TFP as
T̂FP ≡ (1− α)(1− θ)
θ
Aˆ = Yˆ − αLˆY − (1− α)Kˆ (2.13)
where variables with circumflexes denote log time differences. Expression (2.13) will
facilitate the comparison of the model with the measurements of TFP growth we use
in the empirical section.
A central component of endogenous growth models is the innovation function,
i.e. the technology with which researchers use technology to produce new products.
Jones [1995] postulates that this can be written as
A˙ = δLχAA
φ (2.14)
where LA is the number of workers engaged in new intermediate designs and χ is a
parameter relating to the effective share of the labor force engaged in R&D. In the
formulations used by all fully-endogenous growth models prior to Jones [1995], φ = 1.
As a result, these models all had the counterfactual prediction that TFP growth rates
should be rising in countries where R&D inputs are rising. The key insight of the
Jones model is that if φ < 1, this counterfactual prediction could be eliminated, and
the long-run growth rate of TFP would not rise even if R&D exhibited a positive
growth rate. We therefore allow, but do not require, that φ < 1.
With these assumptions, we could now derive the return on capital and the
prices charged for blueprints, but since these equations and derivations are identical
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to those in Jones [1995] and play no role in our empirical analysis, we will not present
them here.10 Instead, to close the model, we assume the consumers maximize an





e−ρtu(ct), ct ≡ Ct
Lt
(2.15)
subject to equations (2.12) and (2.14),
K˙ = Yt − Ct (2.16)
and
LA + LY = L (2.17)
We are ready to characterize the balanced growth path. Along the balanced
growth path, the growth rate of Aˆ must be zero. This implies that the steady state
growth rate of A must be
χn
1− φ ≡ Aˆ
∗ (2.18)
where n ≡ L˙/L. Along this path we require that the output to capital ratio be
stationary and hence Kˆ = Yˆ . If we totally differentiate equation (2.12) and assume
we are on the balanced growth path, we obtain




and hence per capita income, per capita consumption, and the capital to labor ratio
grow at the rate given by the second term in equation (2.19). As is the case with
semi-endogenous growth models, the long run growth rates are pinned down by the
population growth rate and the growth rate of TFP.
One of the main results in Jones [1995] is that even permanent increases in the
labor share of R&D or in the number of intermediate goods will not have a permanent
effect on the growth rate of output. Nevertheless, these changes do affect the growth
10See pages 781-3 in Jones [1995].
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rate along a transition path to the new steady state. In order to understand these
transitional growth dynamics, we log differentiate equation (2.12) to obtain







If we denote the investment share of output by i and the rate of depreciation of




Aˆ+ (1− α)i Y
K
− (1− α)(n+ d) (2.21)
As in Jones [1995] we assume that both the R&D share of labor and the physical
investment rate are constant and are given exogenously. This reduces the dimension-
ality of the problem and simplifies the analysis.
To analyze the transition dynamics of the model it is useful to define z = Y/K.
One can show that along the balanced growth path, equation (2.21) implies that
z∗ = (n + d)/i, that is, the steady state output to capital ratio will equal (n + d)/i.
In the next section we consider an experiment that perturbs the growth rate of new
designs, x, and the output to capital ratio, z, from their steady state values. These
variables will be constant in the steady state.
The evolution of the growth rate of per capita output in (2.21) can be expressed
in terms of deviations from the steady state levels of the innovation rate and the








+ (1− α)i(z − z∗) (2.22)
This equation is critical because it links how a shock that changes innovation rates and
the output to capital ratio from their steady state values will translate into growth
in income per capita.
In turn, we need to understand the evolution of innovation rates and the output
to capital ratio following a shock to the system. We can rewrite equation (2.20) in










z − αi(z − z∗)z (2.23)
Equation (2.14) implies that Aˆ = δLχAA
φ−1. Log differentiating this equation around
the steady state gives us the equation of motion of the rate of variety creation
dAˆ
dt





In order to understand the impact of new varieties on growth, we need to solve the
system of differential equations given by equations (2.23) and (2.24). Unfortunately,
equations (2.23) and (2.24) are nonlinear, but we can linearize them around the steady
state. Solving the system of linear equations we can show that the laws of motion of











edt − eat) (2.26)
where Aˆ0 and z0 are the initial values of the innovation rate and output to capital
ratio, respectively.















which gives us the transitional dynamics for output growth. We will return to this

























edt where c1 =
(Aˆ0−Aˆ∗)






2.3.2 Trade and Growth: A Simple Calibration
We are now ready to understand the impact of new imported varieties on
growth. Imagine that there are two symmetric autarkic economies in the steady
state with A∗ varieties at time t in each country. Assume further that a share, η, of
these varieties are tradable. The GDP, innovation, and growth rate equations (i.e.,
equations (2.12), (2.14), and (2.27)) provide us with a simple mechanism for tracing
the impact of such a change in our model. If the countries open up to trade, the
number of varieties in the home market will rise from A∗ to A∗(1 + η) as the home
country exports some of its varieties abroad in exchange for the new foreign varieties.
This will have two effects. The first, which we call the “level effect,” arises from the
instantaneous impact that the new varieties will have on the level of GDP through
equation (2.12). The level effect will cause a one-time rise in GDP equal to
Level effect ≡ (1− α)(1− θ)
θ
ln(1 + η) (2.28)
in percentage terms. However, this liberalization will also affect the growth rate
of per capita income through two channels. First, equation (2.14) tells us that an
increase in A will cause the domestic rate of new variety creation to rise by a factor
of (1 + η)φ because R&D labor now has more varieties of capital goods to work with.
In addition, the foreign rate of variety creation will also rise by the same amount
since their researchers can use domestic varieties. Of these foreign varieties, a share
η will be imported causing the rate of growth of varieties upon liberalization to rise
to
[
(1 + η)φ + η(1 + η)φ
]
A∗ or (1 + η)φ+1A∗. Second, the increase in new varieties
will cause the output to capital ratio, z, to jump by the amount of the level effect.
These two forces will cause future growth rates of per capita income to rise through
equation (2.27).
Although we will estimate the relevant parameters later in the paper, one can
obtain a feel for how the model operates through a simple exercise. Let’s assume that
only 10 percent of capital goods are tradable. In this case we would have η = 0.1.
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As in Jones [1995], we assume that the steady state per capita income growth rate
g∗ = 0.02; the rate of depreciation, d, is 0.05; the population growth rate, n, is 0.02;
the labor share of income, α, is 0.67; the investment to output ratio, i, is 0.30; and
the real discount rate is 0.95. In addition we need two parameters that we estimate
later: θ and φ; we set these equal to 0.71 and 0.68 respectively and will justify these
choices in the empirical section.12
Opening to trade causes an immediate jump in per capita income equal to
the level effect. In our calibration, the increase in the number of imported varieties
instantaneously raises GDP per capita by 1.3 percent due to the level effect described
in equation (2.28), and this causes the GDP to capital ratio, z, to rise from its steady
state value of 0.23 to 0.24. In addition, the new varieties mean that R&D labor is
more productive and this causes the growth rate of the number of varieties to jump
from 0.14 to 0.17. This in turn causes the per capita growth rate to jump from 2.0
percent to 2.4 percent. The evolution of the growth rate is portrayed in Figure 2.5. As
one can see, the high growth rate persists for several decades after the liberalization,
and the half-life of the impact of liberalization is 24 years.
An important implication of semi-endogenous growth models, then, is that
trade liberalization can have very substantial impacts on economic growth. As we
move forward with the analysis, it will be useful to have a numerical metric of the
growth effect. One simple method is to compute the impact of the growth effect
on permanent income. In order to do this, we assume a discount rate of 0.95 and
compute the present discounted value (PDV) of all income over the next 250 years
of the economy that experienced an opening to trade, and then subtract the PDV of
income if the economy had just had a per capita growth rate of 2 percent over this
time period. We can then express this difference in terms of the initial level of income
to obtain the impact of the increased growth rate on permanent income.
The results indicate that permanent income rises by 12 percent as a result of
12Our choice of θ corresponds to an elasticity of substitution of 3.4.
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trade liberalization. Of this, only 1.3 percentage points are due to the level effect.
In other words, semi-endogenous growth models suggest that there are very power-
ful growth effects due to trade liberalization that are ignored by conventional static
analyses. Much of the impact from this exercise comes from the fact that trade liber-
alization not only gives access to new imported varieties today but also to new future
imported varieties. Trade liberalization means that the R&D sector obtains access to
the future stream of new foreign varieties which effectively doubles the rate of return
on R&D labor after the liberalization both at home and abroad. Since both the home
and foreign country benefit from this stream of future varieties, this feedback effect
explains why we observe such powerful growth effects in this benchmark case.
We can also see what the impact of trade liberalization on growth would be
if we shut down the access the country has to future varieties. Here the thought
experiment would be a one-time increase in the number of imported varieties but no
future increase in imported varieties. The results from this exercise are portrayed in
the plot without feedback effects. The growth rate now only jumps from 2 percent
per year to 2.2 percent because the home country only benefits from the stock but
not the flow of foreign varieties. While the level effect remains the same, the lower
future growth rate means that permanent income only rises by 6 percent due to trade
liberalization. Still, the surprising part of the calculation is the large magnitude of
the growth impact. Although the level effect only translates into an impact on growth
of a few tenths of a percentage point per year, the persistence of this impact means
that it has a substantial impact on permanent income. Since we are not certain about
the permanence of trade liberalization, we will assume that countries do not benefit
from the future flow of imported varieties when they liberalize. Thus, to the extent
that these future flows of imported varieties are important, our results will tend to
understate the gains from trade. This suggests that papers that focus on level effects,
e.g. Broda and Weinstein [2006], may substantially understate the impact of trade
on income because they do not address the growth effect.
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2.3.3 Implementation
The theory outlined above cannot be applied to the data directly without two
modifications: not all varieties are of identical quality and different types of inputs
may have different elasticities of substitution. In order to do this we begin by assuming
that there are G goods, denoted by xg, some of which are imported and some produced









where xg denotes the output of good g. We next assume that each imported good
is comprised of varieties, and that xg is a CES composite of differentiated varieties
of a particular imported input. Since we will be working with sets of goods that are
constantly changing, it will be more convenient to refer to the set of available goods
in time t as It and the set of varieties available of good g as Igt, with v denoting a











; σg > 1 (2.30)
where dgvt can be thought of as either the quality parameter for a particular variety
or a monotonic transform of the number of sub-varieties within a variety.13
Given this structure, we can apply the same methodology as in Feenstra [1994]
to measure TFP arising from new inputs, but now we are going to use the dual
measure of TFP. We know that we can write output as Yt = Et/c(pt, It), where Et
is the total costs of production, and c is the unit cost function given that firms face
input prices given by pt and the set of available inputs It.
Given the assumptions underlying equation (2.29), we can decompose output
changes into the contribution of new and existing inputs:
ln(Y1/Y0) = ln(E1/E0)− ln [c (p1, I1) /c (p0, I0)] (2.31)
13See Feenstra [1994].
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= ln(E1/E0)− ln [c (p1, I) /c (p0, I)]− ln [c (p1, I1) /c (p1, I0)]
where I ≡ It ∩ It–1 is the set of the varieties that are common in the two time
periods, and the last term of equation (2.31)traces the change in the minimum unit
cost function that is due to an increase in variety from I0 to I1. Following Feenstra
[1994] and Broda and Weinstein [2006], we can show that given equations (2.29) and
































) ; sgt ≡ pgtxgt∑
g pgtxgt
and Ig measures the set of common varieties of a good. The λ ratios each measure
the share of common varieties in each period in total expenditures in that period. If
new varieties appear, λgt < 1, and if varieties disappear, λgt−1 < 1.
Equation (2.32) states that the exact price index with variety change is equal
to the “conventional” price index, c (p1, I0) /c (p0, I0) (i.e., the exact price index of the
common varieties over time), multiplied by an additional term which captures the role
of the new and disappearing varieties. The last term in equation (2.31) tells us the
gain in the level of GDP that can be directly traced to increases in imported variety.
Equation (2.32) lets us write the dual definition of TFP as










where we allow the elasticity of substitution to vary by sector in the data.
Equations (2.13) and (2.33) provide us with two ways of measuring TFP growth
due to new varieties. If new varieties were the only factor driving TFP, these measures
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would be equal. We can easily see this in the simple case in which there is only one
good. In this case, σg = σ. Suppose the number of varieties simply expands from A0
to A1. We can then rewrite equation (2.13) as TFP = [(1–α)/(σ–1)] ln(A1/A0). If
we switch to equation (2.33), we would need to consider a case in which all varieties
enter symmetrically, i.e. dgvt = 1, and hence λgt = λt−1 = 1 and λgt = λt = A0/A1.
Similarly, we would have wgt = wt = (1–α). Inspection of equation (2.33) reveals that
this would produce the same measure of TFP.
A second important facet of these two measures of TFP is that they can provide
a very useful means of understanding how varieties affect TFP. Equation (2.13) lets
us measure TFP using country-level aggregate variables, while equation (2.33) lets us
understand the contribution of new varieties. By comparing the magnitudes of the
two measures, we can ascertain how important new varieties are for aggregate TFP
growth.
2.4 Econometrics
We rely closely on the methodology derived in Feenstra [1994] as extended by
Broda and Weinstein [2006] to estimate elasticities of substitution between varieties of
imported goods. As opposed to the previous section, here we index each variable with
a country subscript i to emphasize that elasticities are estimated separately for each
good and importing country.14 We estimate the following system of import demand
and export supply equations:
∆kig ln sigvt = − (σig − 1) ∆kig ln pigvt + ∆kigεigvt (2.34)
14After estimating the sigmas, we check for a strong good-specific component by pooling all coun-
tries’ log sigmas and regressing on the average log sigmas by industry, following Broda, Lima˜o, and
Weinstein [2008]. We obtain a coefficient of unity and high levels of significance, with or without
country fixed effects. Thus, even though the sigmas share a strong common component, in our
estimation we allow for them to vary by country to capture the richer aspects of our data.
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∆kig ln pigvt =
ωig
1 + ωig
∆kig ln sigvt + ∆
kigδigvt (2.35)
where ∆kigxigvt = ∆xigvt −∆xigkigt (i.e., differencing across two different varieties of
a given i-g pair), i denotes the importer country, g a 4-digit good, v a particular
variety of good g, sigvt = pigvtxigvt, εigvt taste or quality shocks to variety v of good g
in country i, and δigvt shocks to the supply of the same variety.
Equation (2.34) can be thought of as the optimal demand for intermediate
varieties of good g derived from a CES final good production function, and (2.35)
is the supply of that variety expressed in terms of shares. In particular, the inverse
elasticity of supply is given by ωig which is allowed to be different from zero but
restricted to be the same for all varieties within an i-g pair. More important for the





= 0. That is, once
good-time specific effects are controlled for, demand and supply errors at the variety
level are assumed to be uncorrelated.
To derive the key moment conditions that will be used for identification, it is
convenient to multiply (2.34) and (2.35) together to take advantage of the indepen-

















(1 + ωig) (σig − 1) ; θ2ig =
1− ωig (σig − 2)









cannot be consistently estimated from (2.36) as the error
term, uigvt, is correlated with the regressands that depend on prices and expenditure
shares. However, it is still possible to obtain consistency by exploiting the panel nature
of the dataset combined with the assumption that demand and supply elasticities are
constant over varieties of the same good. The intuition is that the independence of
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the demand and supply shock terms enables us to use equation (2.36) to obtain a
hyperbola that links the supply and demand parameters. If the variance of these
supply and demand shocks varies across exporters to the country, then each of these
parabolas will have a different equation and we can obtain identification by taking a
weighted average of the intersection points. Formally, we can define a set of moment
conditions for each good g and each importing country i, by using the independence
of the unobserved demand and supply disturbances for each variety over time, i.e.
Gv (βig) = Et (uigvt (βig)) = 0 ∀v, g, i (2.38)
For each good g and importer i, all the moment conditions that enter the GMM
objective function can be stacked and combined to obtain Hansen’s [1982] estimator:
βˆig = arg min
βig∈B
G∗ (βig)
′WG∗ (βig) ∀g, i
where G∗ (βig) is the sample analog of Gv (βig) stacked over all varieties v of a good
g, W is a positive definite weighting matrix to be defined below, and B is the set of
economically feasible parameters βig, which is common across importers and goods
(i.e. σig > 1 and ωig > 0 ∀i, g). We follow Broda and Weinstein [2006] in the way
we implement this optimization. We first estimate the “between” version of (2.36)
to obtain estimates of βig and then use equation (2.37)to solve for ωig and σig as in
Feenstra [1994]. If this produces imaginary estimates or estimates of the wrong sign
we use a grid search of βs over the space defined by B. In particular, we evaluate the
GMM objective function for values of σig > 1 at intervals that are approximately 5
percent apart.15
15For computational easiness, we performed the grid search over values of σig and ρig where
ρig is related to ωig in the following way: ωig = ρig/ [σig (1− ρig)− 1]. The objective function was
evaluated at values for σig ∈ [1.05, 131.5] at intervals that are 5 percent apart, and for ρig ∈ [0.01, 1] at
intervals 0.01 apart. Only combinations of σig and ρig that imply ωig > 0 are used. To ensure we used
a sufficiently tight grid, we cross-checked these grid-searched parameters with estimates obtained by
non-linear least squares as well as those obtained through Feenstra’s original methodology. Using
our grid spacing, the difference between the parameters estimated using Feenstra’s methodology
and ours differed only by a few percent for those σig and ωig for which we could apply Feenstra’s
“between” approach.
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The estimation of elasticities relies on the independence of errors across relative
demand and supply shocks, Et (εigvtδigvt) = 0. Since most βig are estimated using
an over-identified system we can test the independence of errors assumption. In
particular, one concern is that positive productivity shocks δigvt may lead to new
sub-varieties of 6-digit products that are not observed in the level of disaggregation of
our data. These new sub-varieties would show up in the system as a positive demand
shock, εigvt. We classify each U.S. 6-digit category by the role that sub-varieties play in
its growth, and estimate 4-digit supply elasticities using only the sub-sample of 6-digit
varieties in which changes in sub-varieties were negligible. We then compare these
estimates, where we expect the identifying assumption to hold, with the estimates
obtained using all varieties. These tests are discussed in detail in Appendix II to
Broda, Lima˜o, and Weinstein [2006]. The problem of measurement error in unit
values motivates our weighting scheme. In particular, there is good reason to believe
that unit values calculated based on large volumes are much better measured than
those based on small volumes of imports. In the appendix of Broda and Weinstein
[2006], they show that this requires us to add one additional term inversely related to
the quantity of imports from the country and weight the data so that the variances
are more sensitive to price movements based on large shipments than small ones.16
The use of the between estimate coupled with our need to estimate σig, ωig, and a
constant means that we need data from at least three exporting countries for each
importer in each good and at least three two-time differences to identify βig.
2.5 Results
We begin by characterizing the growth in world varieties in terms of our key
parameters. One of the problems that we face is the sheer number of goods and
16As in Broda and Weinstein [2006], we weight the data by T
3
2 [(1/qgct) + (1/qgct–1)]
− 12 . The
mathematics underlying this weighting scheme is given in the appendix to that paper.
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countries in our dataset. With 73 countries and most countries reporting close to 200
3-digit HS sectors, we constructed approximately 13,000 λ ratios and estimated an
equal number of elasticities of substitution. It is obviously impossible to report all
of these and far too much to hope that there won’t be some outliers. One approach
to assessing the reasonableness of these estimates is to compare them with existing
estimates and our priors.
Given that our dataset incorporates countries with varying degrees of develop-
ment, it is reasonable to worry about whether our methodology works for the typical
country. In order to provide a sense of the distribution of elasticities of substitution,
we computed the average and median values of each parameter for each country and
then computed the distribution of these parameters across countries. The typical
country has a median elasticity of 3.4, significantly larger than that of the United
States. Average σ’s tend to be higher than medians because the σ’s are bounded
below by 1. After sorting countries by their average sigma, we find that the typi-
cal country has an average sigma of 6.8, while the US has an average sigma of 4.2,
suggesting that on average the US tends to value variety somewhat more than the
typical country. Another way of looking at the results is to focus on the results for the
sub-samples of developed and developing countries. The bottom of Table 2.4 reveals
that the median elasticity of substitution does not vary by the level of development.
This indicates that there is no strong relationship between income per capita and the
elasticity of substitution across countries. Not surprisingly, there are some outliers.
The United States and Greece have somewhat low sigmas and Sweden and Canada
have high sigmas. Overall the median elasticity of substitution shows a fair bit of dis-
persion, with the minimum median elasticity being 2.3, while the maximum is more
than twice as large.
This, of course, raises the question of whether our elasticity estimates them-
selves are sensible. One approach to assessing their “reasonableness” is by comparing
them with our priors. We might suspect that varieties of goods traded on organized
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exchanges are likely to be more substitutable than those that are not. For example,
natural gas exported by different countries is likely to be more similar than telecom-
munications equipment emanating from different suppliers. Rauch [1999] classifies
all 4-digit SITC product categories into 3 groups: those sold in organized exchanges,
those that have a reference price in the US and the rest. Broadly speaking, the classi-
fication helps distinguish between products that are commodities and those that are
differentiated. We obtain concordances between 3-digit HS codes and 4-digit SITC
codes to group our estimates of elasticities of substitution into the groups distin-
guished by Rauch. Table 2.5 shows median and mean according to these different
groups. In all cases, we can strongly reject the hypothesis that the median or mean
for the group of commodity products is lower than that for the other two groups.
In particular, the average elasticity is 12.1 for commodities while it is around 7.2 for
the rest of the products. Thus, our elasticity estimates seem to be plausible by this
criterion.
A second way of assessing the reasonability of our estimates is by looking at how
stable our estimates are. We would like the estimate of the elasticity of substitution
to be stable for a country. This might be violated if the elasticities are not measured
precisely or if the elasticity of substitution changes with the number of varieties. If
the elasticity of substitution rises with the number of varieties in the market (which
in turn would imply that the markups would be falling), this would also imply that
our assumption of CES preferences might generate systematic biases. For example,
if increasing the number of varieties from 1 to 2 does not yield the same proportional
gain in productivity as increasing the number of varieties from 10 to 20, this would
be a violation of the CES assumption.
There is a simple way to examine whether we face this problem in the data:
examine whether elasticities fall as the number of varieties rises. If we estimate the
elasticities separately for the first half of the sample (1994-1998) and the second half
of the sample (1999-2003), we can obtain two sets of elasticity estimates for each
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country that are each based on different data. These elasticities can be thought of
as “local” elasticities estimated in the two time periods. We can then use these two
sets of estimates to examine the stability of our estimates. First, if one believed that
rising numbers of varieties were associated with greater perceived substitutability, one
would expect to see a rise in the typical elasticity of substitution over time. Since
we observed a 40 percent rise in the number of varieties over this time period, there
is scope for a significant impact. We do not observe this: the median elasticity of
substitution estimated is 3.6 in both time periods. Similarly, the tenth and ninetieth
percentiles of the distribution of elasticities move by less than 5 percent.17
The stability of the overall distribution of elasticity estimates could be masking
important shifts in elasticities across industries or within countries. It would be dis-
turbing if inputs that were highly substitutable in one time period were differentiated
in the second period. Similarly, it could be the case that industries that experienced
more rapid variety expansion saw their elasticities rise more rapidly than those of
other industries. These two objections would call into question our underlying CES
assumption.
If we regress the log of the later period estimates on the log of the earlier
estimates and include good fixed effects, we can address these concerns directly.18 In
this specification, we can reject the hypothesis that elasticity estimates in the later
period are uncorrelated with those in the early period at all conventional levels of
significance (t-statistic = 6.2). Moreover, if we include the log change in the number
of varieties in the two periods, the significance of the first term is unaffected and the
significance of the coefficient on the change in the number of varieties is insignificant
(t-statistic = -0.3). The R2 of the “between” regression tells us the extent to which
17Similarly, Broda and Weinstein [2006] find that there is no movement in median elasticities
for the US over the 30 years they analyze despite a three-fold increase in the number of varieties
imported by the US.
18We log the elasticities because the elasticity estimates are bounded below by one, and our
estimation procedure produces estimation errors that appear log normal.
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goods in countries where varieties are identified as more substitutable than the average
in one period are also identified as more substitutable in the second period. The
correlation between a sector’s average log elasticity in the first period and that in
the second is 0.7, and the R2 obtained from regressing the later average elasticity
estimate on the earlier one is 0.47. This tells us that not only does our methodology
find that commodities are more substitutable than other goods, but our methodology
also consistently identifies certain goods as more substitutable. We therefore conclude
that our elasticity estimates are reasonable by a number of criteria: they conform to
our prior that commodities are more substitutable than other goods, they are stable
across time, and they seem unaffected by the number of varieties in the market.
We now turn to our measure of variety growth. Our estimates of the gains
from new varieties depend on two factors: how differentiated varieties are and the
importance of new imported varieties. While the elasticity estimates give us informa-
tion about the former, the λ ratios provide information about the importance of net
variety creation in any given market. If we sort countries by the median λ ratio in
each of their import sectors, we find that the median λ ratio in the typical country
is 0.92 regardless of whether we use intermediate inputs or consumption goods. This
suggests that the typical country experienced a net increase in varieties (creation less
destruction) of 9.0 percent over 9 years in the typical sector or about 1.0 percent per
year. There is, of course, substantial variation in median λ ratios across countries, as
one can see in Table 2.4. Some countries have seen the effective number of varieties in
their typical import sector almost double. However, there is an unmistakable pattern
in the data. All but 3 countries experienced an increase in variety in the typical
industry, indicating that the increase in varieties is a global phenomenon. The only
countries that experienced a fall in intermediate input variety in the typical industry
(median λ ratio higher than 1) were Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay, and the Cen-
tral African Republic. The experiences of Argentina and Uruguay may reflect major
economic crisis that rocked these countries in 2002 and 2003, respectively, while the
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Central African Republic’s experience may be related to its civil war. On the other
hand, several countries that liberalized extensively over this period, such as Poland
and India, experienced fairly substantial declines in their median λ ratios, indicating
that the variety of imports in their representative industries rose substantially. Sim-
ilarly, some of the EU countries in our sample had lower λ ratios than the median
indicating fairly substantial gains in variety. Whether these results reflect the impact
of the European trade liberalization, the Polish opening to international trade, and
Indian liberalization is difficult to say because we do not know what liberalizations
occurred in countries without substantial drops in their λ ratios, but the results are
clearly suggestive of such a link.
Using the intermediate input λ ratios and elasticities of substitution for each
good in each country we obtain an estimate of the productivity gains from new vari-
eties (see equation (2.33)). The distribution of the TFP gains calculated on a per-year
basis is also reported in Table 4.19 The growth in new varieties over the period 1994-
2003 increased productivity by 1.3 percent in total or 0.14 percentage points per year
in the typical country in our sample. There are a few implausibly large outliers in
the results that are caused by very substantial increases in imported varieties coupled
with very high import to GDP ratios – most notably Hong Kong – but for the most
part the estimated productivity gains seem reasonable.
It is difficult to know from Table 2.4 whether our estimated level effects are
plausible or not. Since we are arguing that the level effect should be a component of
TFP, we can exploit the the fact that we have developed two TFP measures in order
to assess the plausibility of our results. The first point to realize is that the primal
measure of TFP (constructed using the formula following the second equal sign in
equation (2.13)) makes no use of the number of varieties and can be thought of as
the amount of growth that cannot be explained by factor accumulation. As such, it
19Instead of using (1 − α) in the computation of the weights in equation we used the share of
intermediate input imports to GDP ratio to account for the fact that not all intermediate inputs are
tradable. This tends to reduce the magnitude of the level effect.
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should capture all sources of productivity growth including imported varieties. By
contrast, the dual measure of TFP defined in equation (2.33) only captures TFP
arising from variety growth. Thus, if we regress the primal measure of TFP on the
dual, the R2 should tell us how much of the variance in TFP can be explained by
increased imported varieties and the coefficient estimate should, of course, be positive.
In order to measure primal TFP, we rely on the data provided in the Penn
World Tables v6.1 to compute TFP following the methodology outlined in Hall and
Jones [1999].20 When we regress primal TFP on the level effect from Table 4, the coef-
ficient on the level effect is 2.2 (t-statistic = 2.98) and the R2 equals 0.15.21 Obviously,
there are many forces other than new imported varieties that affect TFP growth, but
our estimates suggest that the level effects we identify are also systematically related
to productivity growth in these countries.
We now turn to the magnitudes. The average and median impacts of the level
effects of new varieties on productivity growth are presented in the first two rows of
Table 2.6. On average, new imported varieties raised productivity growth by 0.32
percent per year and the median impact was 0.14 percent per year. These numbers
are both significantly different from zero. If we restrict ourselves to the sample of
countries for which we can compute TFP from the Penn World Tables v6.1 data, we
find that productivity gains from new imported varieties are 23 percent as large as the
average country’s per capita growth rate or TFP growth rate and 8 percent the size
of the median value. This indicates that while there is are other important factors
that determine TFP growth, the import of new varieties has a substantial impact.
A simple thought experiment can shed some light on what factors determine the
20We assume a labor share of 0.67, compute the capital stock using a perpetual inventory method
with a depreciation rate of 0.06, and a labor supply equal to the number of workers in the economy.
21Because Hong Kong is the only economy with an import to GDP ratio in excess of one and
therefore does not fit into our theory, we decided to drop it from our regressions. Including it causes
the coefficient to fall to 0.97 (t-statistic = 1.6) R2= 0.05. If we simply drop the largest outliers, i.e.
those countries whose level effects exceed 10 percent, the coefficient jumps to 3.8 (t-statistic = 2.3)
R2= 0.10.
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magnitude of the results obtained in this paper. Assume that all varieties are identical
and have our median elasticity of substitution of 3.4. This implies that θ = 0.706.
If all countries have a labor share equal to the median of 0.67, then the symmetric
model presented in equation (2.13) implies that a one percent increase in the number
of varieties will raise productivity by 0.14 percent (= (1–0.67)∗(1–0.706)/0.706∗0.01)).
If we proxy the growth rate of “quality equivalent” varieties by the median λ ratio,
then this suggests that variety growth was 8 percent for the typical country, and
therefore aggregate productivity should have risen by 1.1 percent between 1994 and
2003. This is not that far from the median impact of 1.48 percent that we obtain using
the full set of λ’s and σ’s, which suggests that the key factor driving the magnitude
of the level effect is the fact that we quality adjust the count of new varieties by using
λ ratios instead of a simple count of varieties.
We can also use the same formulas employed to construct the level effect to
compute the unmeasured gain to consumers from greater consumption good availabil-
ity. Here we use the λ ratios computed using only consumption good imports and the
share of imports of consumer goods to GDP in our weighting variable to compute the
impact that new varieties have on consumers. Since this variety effect is not captured
in standard price indexes which are computed using common sets of goods, we can
think of these as unmeasured gains to consumers from the availability of new imported
foreign varieties of goods. The results are presented in the last column of Table 2.4.
The median unmeasured welfare gain of a consumer in our sample of countries was
0.63 percent overall and 0.4 percent in developed countries. These unmeasured gains
are much smaller than the level effects largely because most imports are intermediate
goods rather than consumption goods.
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2.6 Why are varieties rising? The Growth Effect
Thus far, we have been concerned with documenting that the import of new
varieties is growing, that varieties are differentiated, and that this process has been
exerting a non-trivial effect on productivity growth in developing countries. In this
section we first test whether this is a feature of the data, and then use our estimated
parameters to estimate the growth effect.
Our first challenge is to obtain a measure of the workforce engaged in inno-
vation LA. Reliable measures of this are hard to find across countries.
22 However,
endogenous growth models suggest that in the steady state, LA should be proportional
to the labor force. In Rivera-Batiz and Romer’s [1991] paper, the R&D input (F ) is
proportional to L2/3K1/3. Since this has the added feature that wealthier countries,
i.e. those with higher capital to labor ratios, are likely to have a higher share of labor
in R&D, we adopt this specification here.23
Our second challenge is to obtain a good measure of the change in varieties.
Ideally, we would have counts of all new varieties produced in a country. Unfortu-
nately, we have no information about the number of non-traded varieties produced
in any of our countries. However, if we make some reasonable assumptions, we can
identify associations between the new domestic varieties that we cannot observe and
the new exported varieties. There are two polar ways to link country observables
with new exported varieties. One is to assume that all new products are exportable.
In this case, the relevant measure of R&D input is the national value, and we can
specify the right-hand side of equation (2.14) as it is written. A second approach is to
assume that the amount of R&D in the tradable goods sector is equal to the fraction
of the economy that is devoted to exports. In this “export specification” case, we
22There is, however, a vast literature on the determinants of innovation at the firm level (see
Klette and Kortum [2004] for a summary of the relevant stylized facts).
23If we assume that F = L, we obtain a φ equal to 0.9 which produces even greater growth effects
than what we report.
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should multiply F by the share of exports in the economy.
A second problem that we face implementing our test is that some countries in
our sample export virtually every 6-digit good. Figure 2.6 plots the number of sectors
with no exports against the level of exports in 1994. Clearly, the largest exporters
already export in almost every product category and cannot substantially increase the
number of new goods they export. For example, the US and Germany had positive
exports in all but a couple of the 5,036 possible sectors. This means that it is almost
impossible for us to measure the value of innovation in these economies.
Presumably, the reason why we cannot measure new variety creation in the
US is not because the possibility of innovation ended in 1994, but rather because we
cannot measure the creation of a new good if it gets classified in a sector in which the
US already exports. For example, many new technologies such as LCD monitors or
laptop computers did not warrant their own categories at the start of our sample, but
constitute new products nonetheless. We can get around this problem if we assume
that innovation is equally likely to occur in any of the sectors but we can only measure
innovation in a sector when a country is not exporting in that sector to begin with.
In this case, for a common rate of innovation, we would expect to count more new
exports emanating from a country that is exporting in very few sectors initially than
in one that is exporting in many sectors. At the extremes, we would be able to
observe every innovation in a country with no initial exports and no innovation in
a country that exports in every category. In statistical terms, we can think of the
number of sectors with no exports initially as the “exposure” of the country, i.e. how
many possible times we can measure new goods.
Theory dictates that we should measure A˙ in equation (2.14) by the count of
new exported varieties in a country over the sample period. This implies that we can
estimate equation (2.14) using a negative binomial regression model.24 The structural
24A key assumption in standard Poisson regression models is that the variance of the distribution
of counts equals the mean. In our sample, we have the common problem of over-dispersion, where
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interpretation of the offset term in the negative binomial is that it corresponds to the
differences in R&D quality in our sample of countries. Formally, we assume that
variation in the quality of an R&D dollar spent in different countries can be modeled
as a random effect, µi, and estimate:
A˙i = Poisson (κi)
κi = Ti exp (χ lnFi + φ lnAi + µi) (2.39)






where we make an adjustment for the exposure, Ti, and a is the constant that governs
the variance of R&D quality.
Table 2.7 presents the estimates of equation (2.39). Our estimates of χ (the
coefficient on F ) are significantly greater than zero but smaller than one, which is
predicted by the endogenous growth models but not the exogenous growth model.
Clearly, our data supports the assumption that larger countries have higher rates
of innovation. A more interesting result concerns the coefficient on TFP, φ. This
parameter is significantly greater than zero but less than one: a result that is only
predicted by the Jones [1995] model of semi-endogenous growth. Taken together,
the results indicate that new variety creation rates are linked to endowment and
productivity levels in a manner consistent with the semi-endogenous growth model.
We now turn to estimating the economic significance of the growth effect. In
order to do this we repeat our earlier calibration exercise based on equation (2.27)
but now use the estimated parameters and variables from each country to estimate
the impact of new imported varieties on growth. We begin by setting the increase in
the number of domestically available varieties to sc(1/λc − 1), where sc is the share
of intermediate input imports over GDP and λc is the median lambda ratio for the
country. We set θ for each country equal to value implied by the median elasticity
the variance is higher than the mean. This implies that the negative binomial distribution is more
appropriate for our application.
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of substitution we estimate. Similarly, we set φ equal to the level we estimate in the
output specification of Table 2.7. We assume that the movement in z is the same as
the level effect computed in Table 2.4. Finally, we set all of the remaining parameters
equal to the values in our calibration exercise.
The results from this exercise are presented in Table 2.8. Here we compute the
impact that trade has on permanent income and the PDV of the level and growth
effects for each country expressed as a percentage of that country’s GDP. The me-
dian growth effect raises permanent income by 26.5 percent and the median impact
overall is 28 percent. This effect differs substantially by income class. The magnitude
of the impact for developed countries is much smaller than for developing. Among
developed countries the typical growth and level effects were half as large as for de-
veloping countries. This reflects the fact that variety growth is much more important
in developing countries.
2.7 Conclusion
How much does trade matter for growth? This is not a question that can an-
swered simply because trade regimes can vary enormously across countries and their
impact may differ depending on a host of variables operative in the country carrying
out reform. Rather than trying to answer a general, and perhaps not well-specified
question, this paper has focused on quantifying one of the most important channels
through which theorists believe trade affects growth. In particular, we estimate the
impact that trade in new and better varieties has had on growth around the world.
This is a central mechanism through which trade affects growth in many of the en-
dogenous growth models and has never before been estimated. Moreover, rather than
comparing aggregate measures of trade across goods or examining particular sectors
in specific countries, we use a structure rich enough to allow for important differences
across sectors and countries, but flexible enough to allow for simple aggregation over
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sectors. This enables us to quantify the impact that new imported varieties has had
on the global economy.
Our results indicate that while there is a lot of heterogeneity in the impact of
new varieties on productivity growth, the typical estimated impact of new imported
varieties on TFP is 5 percent as large as productivity growth in the typical country
and 14 percent as large as productivity growth in the typical developing country.
Secondly, we provide evidence that the rise in world varieties is consistent with
the predictions of the semi-endogenous knowledge driven growth model, and is not
consistent with exogenous growth models or the comparative statics of continuum of
goods or monopolistic competition trade models. This indicates that not only do new
varieties have substantial impacts on world productivity, but R&D is associated with
increases in exported varieties in the way assumed by the theory. Although most of
the impact of new varieties on growth arises through the level effect, we estimate that
for the typical country in the world, the combined effect of new imported varieties
between 1994 and 2003 will raise its permanent income by 28 percent. Most of this
increase is achieved by small but persistent increases in the growth rate.
However, our estimates imply that these productivity gains are likely to have
substantial growth effects on income. These growth effects result from small but per-
sistent impact on the growth of countries that have access to new imported interme-
diates. The increased set of imported varieties available from 1994-2003 is estimated
to increase the permanent income of the world by 17 percent by increasing future
growth rates and innovation. These effects are likely not to be captured in standard
empirical exercises that look at correlations between contemporaneous growth and
openness or even lagged openness.
Nevertheless, we need to mention several limitations of our approach. First,
although our modeling of economic structure in any individual market is vastly richer
than what finds in the typical macroeconomic analysis, it falls short of the careful
empirical studies that can be produced using micro data. For any of the thousands of
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markets that we consider in this paper, one could easily imagine more careful analyses
of exactly how varieties affect welfare than the simple market structure we impose.
Our decision not to take more care to model each of these sectors stems from a trade-
off of feasibility versus efficiency. No doubt more can be said about the export supply
of Gambian raw groundnuts than what we have produced in this paper, but we feel
that the time necessary to do the careful analyses of markets and produce an estimate
of the impact of trade on growth for more than a handful of countries makes that
approach impractical for now.
Second, our close attention to the theory is both a strength and a weakness of
this paper. Endogenous growth models themselves employ highly stylized descriptions
of consumption, production, and innovation that do not have firm foundations in
microeconomic studies of consumer behavior or innovation. Leading macroeconomists
have called for taking their models seriously and apply them to data, and we have
tried to do so. However, one can have legitimate concerns about the underlying
assumptions of the models themselves. In the future one can imagine developing
richer models that better describe reality and better empirical methods that can take
these models to the data. Nevertheless, we feel that much is learned by taking state
of the art models to the data, and seeing how well they describe reality. We hope
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Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.4
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Figure 2.5
Simulation Results with and without Feedback
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Figure 2.6
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Table 1: Sample Statistics
All Goods Consumption Goods Intermediate Goods
Median Min Max Median Min Max Median Min Max
First Year 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994 1994
Number of Imported 6-digit Product Categories 4091 1223 4739 3198 1001 3687 4091 1223 4739
Average Number of Source Countries Per 6-digit 6.99 1.17 38.85 7.06 1.23 38.85 6.99 1.17 38.85
Number of Imported Varieties 29973 2111 106994 22885 1745 84729 29973 2111 106994
Share of Intermediate Imports in Total Imports - - - - - - 0.87 0.02 1
Final Year 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003
Number of Imported 6-digit Product Categories 4164 906 4667 3265 749 3637 4164 906 4667
Average Number of Source Countries Per 6-digit 8.13 1.00 53.53 8.23 1.00 53.53 8.13 1.00 53.53
Number of Imported Varieties 41302 1475 120383 30938 1241 94548 41302 1475 120383
- - - - - - 0.87 0.02 1
Note: The 73 sampled countries are listed in the appendix table. 
In 1994, out of 4750 6-digit HS categories, 3693 had some share of imports for consumption and all had some share of imports for use as intemediates.  In 2003, out 
of 4743 6-digit HS categories, 3689 had some share of imports for consumption and all had some share of imports for use as intemediates.
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Table 2.2
Table 2: Decomposing World Trade Growth in the 1994-2003
All Goods Consumption Goods Intermediate Goods
All Countries All Countries All Countries
Average Growth in Imports/GDP 42.1% 35.5% 45.1% 56.1% 47.0% 60.2% 40.3% 34.5% 42.9%
Average Contribution of Existing Varieties 9.7% 22.8% 3.8% 21.8% 33.0% 16.8% 7.6% 21.2% 1.4%
Average Contribution of New Varieties 32.4% 12.7% 41.3% 34.3% 14.0% 43.4% 32.8% 13.3% 41.5%













Developed Countries are Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,  Japan, Rep. of Korea, Mexico, Netherlands,  New Zealand, 
Norway, Portugal,  Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, and the USA
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Table 2.3
Table 3: World Growth in Varieties
All Goods Consumption Goods Intermediate Goods
1994 2003 Growth Rate 1994 2003 Growth Rate 1994 2003 Growth Rate
Total Imported Varieties 2,264,396 2,739,784 21% 1,816,480 2,196,032 21% 2,264,396 2,739,784 21%
Total Available Varieties 20,738,448 21,078,288 2% 16,511,256 16,788,600 2% 20,738,448 21,078,288 2%





Commodity Reference Priced Differentiated
World 1994-2003 (3-digit goods, 6 digit varieties)
Mean across countries 12.1 7.3 7.2
Number of Observations 4139 7998
Test if different than Commodity 0.000 0.000
(p-value)
Median across countries 3.8 3.0 3.3
Number of Observations 4139 7998
Test if different than Commodity 0.000 0.000
(p-value)
Table 5: Estimated Sigmas and Rauch Classification
Rauch's classification of goods:
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Table 2.6
Table 6: World TFP Accounting (Level Effects Only)
Intermediate Goods
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All Countries in Sample (N = 73) All Countries in Sample (N = 53)
Average 0.32 1.7 19 0.29 1.3 23
Median 0.14 1.7 8 0.10 1.2 8
Developed Countries  (N = 22) Developed Countries  (N = 19)
Average 0.30 2.1 14 0.30 2.0 15
Median 0.09 1.9 5 0.10 2.0 5
Developing Countries (N = 51) Developing Countries (N = 34)
Average 0.34 1.5 22 0.29 0.9 32
Median 0.19 1.4 13 0.10 0.7 14
Notes: All values are expressed in percentages. Developed Countries are defined in the notes to table 2. 
Per-year Productivity 
Gains due to Expanded 
Imported Varieties 
Per Capita GDP 
Growth Rates
(1) as a share 
of (2)
Per-year Productivity 








Table 7: Determinants of Innovation in New Varieties
Dependent Variable: Count of New Exported Goods
Intermediate Goods





N. Obs. 58 58
0.063 0.0824




Table 8: Level and Growth
PDV of Gain Relative to GDP Percent Change in Permanent Income Effect 
Country Name Growth Level Total Growth Level Total
World 5.75 0.97 6.72 17.25 1.11 18.36
Median Country World 8.8 1.1 9.8 26.5 1.3 28.4
Median Developed 5.6 0.7 6.5 16.8 0.8 18.6
Median Developing 11.5 1.5 12.5 34.5 1.7 35.6
1 Switzerland 3.9 0.4 4.2 11.6 0.4 12.0
2 Japan 2.9 0.2 3.2 8.8 0.2 9.1
3 Denmark 5.4 0.5 5.9 16.2 0.6 16.8
4 Norway 4.3 0.4 4.8 13.0 0.5 13.5
5 Germany 5.9 0.3 6.2 17.7 0.4 18.0
6 Austria 1.7 0.2 1.9 5.0 0.2 5.2
7 USA 4.7 1.1 5.9 14.2 1.3 15.5
8 Sweden 6.7 0.1 6.8 20.2 0.1 20.3
9 France 10.5 0.5 11.0 31.6 0.6 32.2
10 Netherlands 12.3 2.3 14.7 37.0 2.7 39.6
11 Iceland 8.8 4.0 12.8 26.5 4.6 31.0
12 Finland 3.0 0.6 3.6 8.9 0.7 9.6
13 Hong Kong 22.3 22.2 44.6 67.0 25.3 92.3
14 Australia 5.3 4.2 9.5 15.8 4.8 20.6
15 Canada 11.9 4.6 16.5 35.7 5.2 40.9
16 United Kingdom 5.0 0.8 5.8 15.1 0.9 16.0
19 Italy 2.2 0.4 2.6 6.7 0.4 7.2
18 Ireland 5.9 2.1 8.0 17.8 2.4 20.2
19 Macao 2.2 0.4 2.6 6.7 0.4 7.2
20 New Zealand 9.5 1.1 10.5 28.4 1.2 29.6
21 Spain 5.8 1.6 7.4 17.5 1.8 19.2
22 Cyprus 18.2 5.8 23.9 54.5 6.6 61.0
23 Greece 7.3 0.2 7.5 21.9 0.2 22.1
24 Korea 4.3 0.7 5.0 12.8 0.8 13.6
25 Portugal 4.3 0.6 4.9 12.9 0.7 13.6
26 Slovenia 7.7 0.0 7.7 23.0 0.0 23.0
29 Saudi Arabia -0.6 1.5 0.9 -1.7 1.7 0.0
28 Argentina -2.8 0.2 -2.6 -8.4 0.2 -8.2
29 Uruguay -0.6 1.5 0.9 -1.7 1.7 0.0
30 Oman 67.9 6.6 74.5 203.6 7.6 211.2
31 19.6 9.3 28.9 58.7 10.6 69.3
32 Gabon 10.6 1.9 12.5 31.7 2.2 33.9
33 Brazil 5.8 0.2 6.0 17.4 0.3 17.7
34 Hungary 10.6 0.7 11.3 31.9 0.8 32.7
35 Chile -39.6 -0.5 -40.1 -118.7 -0.5 -119.3
36 Malaysia 20.1 12.8 32.9 60.4 14.6 75.0
39 Croatia 17.0 4.4 21.4 50.9 5.0 55.9
38 Venezuela 9.3 0.4 9.8 27.9 0.5 28.4
39 Slovakia 17.0 4.4 21.4 50.9 5.0 55.9
40 Mexico 1.8 0.4 2.1 5.3 0.4 5.7
41 Mauritius 32.7 5.7 38.4 98.1 6.5 104.5
42 Belize 15.7 1.9 17.5 47.0 2.2 49.1
43 Poland 19.0 2.5 21.5 56.9 2.9 59.8
44 Dominica 18.4 5.1 23.6 55.3 5.9 61.1
45 Grenada 17.4 3.7 21.1 52.2 4.3 56.5
46 Thailand 6.7 1.8 8.4 20.0 2.0 22.0
49 Turkey 4.4 -0.4 3.9 13.1 -0.5 12.6
48 14.7 7.3 21.9 44.1 8.3 52.3
49 Colombia 4.4 -0.4 3.9 13.1 -0.5 12.6
50 Macedonia 25.6 2.6 28.3 76.9 3.0 79.9
51 Peru 6.1 1.1 7.3 18.4 1.3 19.7
52 Tunisia 6.3 1.7 8.0 19.0 2.0 20.9
53 Lithuania 66.2 11.1 77.3 198.5 12.6 211.2
54 Latvia 32.6 3.8 36.4 97.9 4.3 102.3
55 Ecuador 17.3 1.2 18.4 51.8 1.3 53.1
56 El Salvador 16.6 3.6 20.2 49.9 4.1 54.0
59 Jordan 27.6 -0.5 27.1 82.8 -0.6 82.2
58 Algeria 20.4 1.7 22.1 61.1 1.9 63.1
59 Romania 27.6 -0.5 27.1 82.8 -0.6 82.2
60 Guatemala 11.5 0.9 12.4 34.5 1.0 35.6
61 Morocco 12.3 1.9 14.2 37.0 2.2 39.2
62 Egypt 3.1 0.0 3.1 9.4 -0.1 9.3
63 Indonesia 5.8 0.3 6.1 17.4 0.4 17.8
64 Bolivia 7.6 0.6 8.2 22.9 0.7 23.5
65 6.1 0.4 6.5 18.4 0.5 18.8
66 Honduras 14.8 1.6 16.4 44.5 1.8 46.3
67 China 4.0 0.5 4.5 11.9 0.6 12.6
68 Nicaragua 18.8 10.9 29.7 56.4 12.4 68.8
69 India 16.9 0.0 16.9 50.7 0.0 50.6
70 Central African Republic -5.2 0.4 -4.8 -15.5 0.4 -15.0
71 Togo 11.3 0.7 12.0 33.8 0.8 34.6
72 Madagascar 39.4 4.5 44.0 118.3 5.2 123.4
73 Malawi 126.5 18.8 145.3 379.5 21.5 400.9
Rank in 
GDP/cap
Saint Kitts and Nevis
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Appendix 1
We use the “1997 Benchmark Input-Output Accounts” and the “Concordance
between the 1997 Input-Output Commodity Codes and Foreign Trade Harmonized
Codes” as our source data.25 These tables divide the US economy into 511 sectors.
Our next task was to use these data to divide imports into those destined for personal
consumption and those used as inputs.
To do this, we first need to establish some notation. Let i ∈ [1, I] denote the
index for IO codes. We define the consumption share of imports in sector i, Si, as
“Personal Consumption Expenditures” divided by the sum of all intermediate input
use by that sector and all final demand in that sector.
We next used the concordance file to map Si into the 10-digit harmonized trade
data to create Sh. For the 74 sectors in which h did not map uniquely into i we took a
weighted average of the Si’s that corresponded to the h sector with the weights given
by the concordance file. Our next task was to collapse the data from the HS-10 level






where MUSh denotes the 1997 import value of code h into the US. Then for each
6-digit sector in each country we defined the set of consumption imports as SxMx,
where Mx is total 6-digit imports into the country, and intermediate (plus capital)
imports as (1–SxMx).
25These data are available at http://www.bea.gov/industry/io benchmark.htm.
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Appendix 2
The growth in the number of source countries supplying any good is indicative
of a rise in the level of global integration: most countries already import 10-ton
trucks, but now they do so from more sources of supply. To get some sense of how far
away the world is from the fully integrated equilibrium, we can think of two useful
benchmarks. The first is minimal trade dispersion. In this benchmark, conditional on
a variety being exported, it is imported by only one country. The second is maximal
trade dispersion: conditional on being exported, a variety is imported everywhere.
One simple way of measuring how close we are to either extreme is to divide the total
number of varieties imported by all countries by the total number of varieties that
would be imported if every exported variety were imported everywhere. Since, by
definition, every good that is exported must be imported by some country, the ratio
of actual varieties imported to potential varieties in an industry can never fall below
1/72 (one divided by the number of possible importers). We therefore normalized the
index using the following formula so that 0 corresponds to minimal trade dispersion
(each exported variety going to only one destination) and 1 to maximal dispersion












where mgcc′t equals imports of good g by country c from country c
′ in time t, and
i(x) is an indicator function that equals one if x is greater than zero and equals
zero otherwise. The numerator of the first term in the equation above then equals
the number of imported varieties we observe. The denominator of this term equals
the total number of varieties that would be exported if each exported variety were
imported by every country.
We present the results from the trade dispersion index in Table 3. Overall, this
index grew by almost 20 percent between 1994 and 2003. The number of exported
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varieties worldwide only grew by 2 percent, which means that most of the growth
comes from the increased number of countries importing any given variety.
Despite this rapid increase in varieties imported even relative to the increase
in available varieties, our “dispersion index” stood at just under 12 percent in 2003.
In other words, conditional on a good being exported, only about one in nine of the
world’s countries import it. This tells us two important facts about globalization.
First, there has been a substantial rise in the number of countries importing any
internationally traded good. Second, we are very far away from a world in which




Years for Country Data
Country # Country Name Data Range Missing Years
1 Australia 1994 2003
2 Austria 1994 2003
4 Canada 1994 2003
5 Denmark 1994 2003
6 Finland 1994 2003
7 France 1994 2003
8 Germany 1994 2003
9 Italy 1994 2003
10 Japan 1994 2003
11 Rep. of Korea 1994 2003
12 Mexico 1994 2003
13 Netherlands 1994 2003
14 New Zealand 1994 2003
15 Norway 1994 2003
16 Portugal 1994 2003
17 Spain 1994 2003
18 Sweden 1994 2003
19 United Kingdom 1994 2003
20 USA 1994 2003
25 Algeria 1994 2003
31 Argentina 1994 2003
40 Belize 1994 2003
44 Bolivia 1994 2003
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48 Brazil 1994 2003
61 Chile 1994 2003
62 China 1994 2003
66 Colombia 1994 2003
71 Croatia 1994 2003
73 Cyprus 1994 2003
76 Central African Rep. 1994 2003
79 Dominica 1994 2003 1998
82 Ecuador 1994 2003
83 Egypt 1994 2003 2000
84 El Salvador 1994 2003
93 Gabon 1994 2003 1995
99 Greece 1994 2003
101 Grenada 1994 2003
104 Guatemala 1994 2003
109 Honduras 1994 2003
110 China, Hong Kong SAR 1994 2003
111 Hungary 1994 2003
112 Iceland 1994 2003
113 India 1994 2003
114 Indonesia 1994 2003
117 Ireland 1994 2003
122 Jordan 1994 2003 1996
130 Latvia 1994 2003
136 Lithuania 1994 2003 2002
138 China, Macao SAR 1994 2003
139 Madagascar 1994 2003
140 Malawi 1994 2003 1996-1998, 2000
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141 Malaysia 1994 2003
147 Mauritius 1994 2003
155 Morocco 1994 2003
163 Nicaragua 1994 2003
169 Oman 1994 2003
175 Peru 1994 2003
178 Poland 1994 2003
181 Romania 1994 2003
186 Saudi Arabia 1994 2003 1997
191 Slovenia 1994 2003
196 Sri Lanka 1994 2003 1995-1998, 2000
198 Saint Kitts and Nevis 1994 2003 1998
202 Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 1994 2003 1996
207 Switzerland 1994 2003
211 Thailand 1994 2003 2002
212 Togo 1994 2003
216 Tunisia 1994 2003
217 Turkey 1994 2003
223 Uruguay 1994 2003
238 TFYR of Macedonia 1994 2003




PPP, CPI, and Import Price
Indices
“As long as anything like free movement of merchandise and a some-
what comprehensive trade between the two countries takes place, the actual




The theory of purchasing power parity (PPP) rests on an simple proposition:
nominal exchange rates adjust in line with international price differentials. Thus, a
relative increase in the domestic price level of one country should, all things being
equal, be associated in a depreciation of that country’s currency. In the short run, this
proposition is inconsistent with the data; over longer periods, it performs better, but
convergence to parity is still frustratingly slow. An extensive literature has developed
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to address this empirical shortcoming, reporting results for the half-life of convergence
under various assumptions about the nature of deviations from parity. Typically, even
the shortest half-lives posited represent slow convergence to parity - this is puzzling,
since the nature of floating exchange rates implies that adjustment to shocks should
be fairly quick.
The quote from Cassel suggests that trade is key in understanding PPP. We
therefore propose two modifications to the standard treatment of PPP. First, we
derive PPP from the law of one price, and show that using consumer price indices
and implicitly assuming price data is continuous have been important shortcomings
of previous work. We then assess how better data and an improved formulation leads
to an improved empirical fit. Finally, we use different methods of index construction
to see whether the method of construction of price indices has an effect on PPP
calculations. The next sections review literature and theory, followed by sections on
the data and empirical methods used here. The results are presented, and the paper
concludes with suggested directions for further research.
3.2 Prior Literature
PPP theory has been debated extensively for several decades, but in various
precursors, the idea has been around for a few centuries, as detailed in Dornbusch
(1987). The modern strand of the literature starts with Cassel (1916), where the
relationship between price levels and exchange rates had implications for the potential
restoration of the pre-war gold standard, and the need for adjusting parities with gold.
Keynes (1923) and others soon published on the topic, and PPP figures in a variety
of surveys conducted by the League of Nations and the U.S. government. The years
following World War II produced renewed interest in the topic, as once again parities
needed to be fixed after several years when convertibility and trade were suspended.
More recently, with the advent of floating currencies in the post-Bretton Woods era,
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PPP enjoyed a resurgence of interest. But the 1970s also brought large and persistent
movements in real exchange rates, posing a challenge to PPP theorists - increasingly
it became necessary to model departures from PPP and lengthen the horizon over
which the theory was expected to hold.
Froot and Rogoff (1994) provide an extensive survey of the field over the last
three decades, and distinguish among three stages in the literature. In stage-one tests,
changes in the exchange rate were regressed on inflation differentials using ordinary
least squares; implicitly, the error process was assumed to be stationary. Aside from an
influential paper by Frenkel (1981) focusing mainly on high-inflation economies, most
of these papers reject PPP.1 The next stage tested the hypothesis that real exchange
rates followed a random walk. Unfortunately, many of these tests had insufficient
power to reject the unit root null, given the limited years of floating-rate data. The
stage-three papers use cointegration techniques to test PPP, but Froot and Rogoff
(1994) conclude that no unambiguous conclusions can be drawn from reviewing this
literature.
A final strand of the literature examines more disaggregated price data to
attempt to understand how and why PPP fails. Many of these papers make use of
data on traded goods prices, which represents a departure from the older work in the
field. Previously, Keynes (1923) and others specifically avoided traded goods prices
when assessing PPP, on the idea that an exchange rate was already incorporated in
the prices of these goods. Nonetheless, as we will see, traded goods prices are key to
understanding PPP. An important paper in this new strand was Isard (1977), who
found significant deviations from PPP in traded goods price indices, where they had
seemed least likely to be present. Similarly, Giovanni (1988) finds departures from
PPP in disaggregated traded goods and even among manufactured commodities (such
as nuts and bolts) which could be assumed to be easily tradable. Rogers and Jenkins
1Another notable exception was Krugman (1978), who showed the importance of controlling for
the endogeneity of both prices and exchange rates.
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(1995) further show that 81% of the variance in the real exchange rate is explained
by changes in the relative prices of traded goods; this is supported by Engel (1999),
who reports that relative prices of non-traded goods seem to account for none of the
movement in the U.S. real exchange rate.2 Campa and Goldberg (2010) attribute the
failure of PPP to “the presence of local transaction and distribution costs, as argued
by Obstfeld and Rogoff (2000),” conjecturing that these costs lead to a damping
effect such that the consumer price index (CPI) is less sensitive to exchange rates
than measures of traded goods prices.
Whether a good is traded or non-traded can be taken as endogenous; for exam-
ple, Berka (2005) notes that it depends on whether differences in prices in different
locations exceed the transport cost. Since the costs of transportation depend on
distance and physical characteristics (i.e., weight), this implies heterogeneity across
locations in terms of whether goods prices will be equated via arbitrage. Hence, the
law of one price will not apply uniformly and this results in non-linearity in conver-
gence to PPP.3 As a result, other work has considered whether aggregating across
goods in assessing PPP convergence is appropriate. Imbs et al. (2004) find a large
aggregation bias, and suggest that this accounts for much of the apparent lack of
convergence to parity in previous work;4 in addition, they note that “impediments
to arbitrage have every reason to vary with each good’s characteristics,” hence using
price indices with non-traded goods not subject to arbitrage should yield longer esti-
mates of the half-life of PPP convergence. A further test is provided by Berka (2009),
who links persistent deviations from PPP with increased transport costs for heavier
goods. Overall, these papers provide empirical support for using traded goods prices
in assessing PPP - we now turn to the theoretical justification.
2Parsley and Wei (2007), though, find that this result may not be generally applicable.
3See also Aizenman (1986), who shows that transportation costs tend to result in rejection of
PPP in standard regression analysis even if arbitrage is feasible.




The foundation of PPP theory is the law of one price (LOOP), which holds
that abstracting from transportation costs and other trade frictions, the price of the
same good in different locations should be identical. Mathematically, for any tradable
good i in a frictionless world with no transportation costs, the exchange rate should
transform its price in one country to its price in another:
pi = Ep˜i (3.1)
where p denotes the price of a single good, the tilde marks a variable associated with
the foreign country, and E represents the bilateral exchange rate denominated in home
currency per unit of foreign currency. Arbitrage ensures that any deviations from this
proposition are short-lived; even in a world of nonzero costs of trade, arbitrage limits
the extent to which prices can vary across borders for tradable goods. Which goods
are tradable will, in practice, depend partly on the costs of trade; here we merely
assume that some goods are tradable and some are not. Non-tradable goods are not
subject to arbitrage, and hence LOOP does not apply. Since this equation holds for







In practice, as Rogoff (1996) notes, the summation is done via a consumer price index
(where the details of the summation and the weights used are significantly more
complicated). This is absolute PPP – it should hold if both countries construct their
indices the same way. Since this is plainly not the case in the data, relative PPP
is posited to hold instead; this assumes that changes in the exchange rate over time
track the relative change in price indices over that time period (although this requires
ignoring any changes in the construction of these indices, or assuming these are not














Note that this is simply the ratio of (3.2) at time t to the equation at time
t-1. More tractable formulations are generally preferred in the empirical literature; a
common one is that used by Frenkel (equation 2.4 in Froot and Rogoff [1996]):
lnEt = α + β
(
lnPt − ln P˜t
)
+ εt (3.4)
where P denotes a price index. We now show how this can be derived from (3.2),
which we re-write using price index notation as:
P = EP˜ (3.5)




EdP˜ + P˜ dE
EP˜
(3.6)









Integrating this expression yields the basis for (3.4) above. The key drawback of this
derivation is the assumption that prices and exchange rates are continuous; although
certainly helpful for tractability, this leads to a misspecification of PPP, as we can
now show.
An alternative formulation involves treating price indices and exchange rates as
non-continuous variables, which is the way they are actually reported in the data used
for PPP testing (exchange rates are available at very high frequencies, but since price
indices are not, none of the PPP treatments uses data from an interval shorter than
one month). This builds in part on Taylor (2001), who demonstrates that estimates
of the half-life of PPP convergence are biased upward because of the price data is
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sampled infrequently compared to the presumed actual frequency of price changes.
Here, we provide a framework for assessing whether the non-continuous nature of
changes in the data series used to assess PPP has an impact on measured deviations.
Starting from (3.5) we take the discrete difference to obtain:
∆P = E∆P˜ + P˜∆E + ∆E∆P˜ (3.8)




























Note that the final term in the expression does not appear in the standard formula-
tions of PPP. Hence, attempting to estimate the typical PPP equation in (3.4) using
ordinary least squares is problematic, since the omitted term shows up in the error,
and is correlated with the dependent variable. To obtain the estimating equation we
will use, we isolate the terms containing the exchange rate and solve for the percent-















This equation is the one used in the empirical analysis below, although as a check
we also estimate (3.7), which treats the data series as continuous and thus lacks the
correction term in (3.11).
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3.3.1 Price indices
Having derived the relationship between movements in the exchange rate and
changes in price indices, we now need to specify how those indices are constructed.
Since we want to exclude the prices of non-traded goods, the CPI is not appropriate;
instead, there are a variety of methods of price index construction are available to use
with our data on traded goods prices, and this section describes them.
One of the most commonly used indices is the Laspeyres index ; using initial-
period quantity weights, it measures how much more it would have cost in the current
period to purchase the previous period’s basket of goods than it did in that period.





The import price indices supplied by the IMF are largely Laspeyres-based (Switzer-
land being the exceptional case where a Fisher index is used), with some such as the
U.S. series being reweighted annually.5
A Paasche index asks a different counterfactual question – what would it have
cost to purchase the current-period basket in the prior period – and then takes the






Both indices suffer from obvious deficiencies resulting from the substitution effect,
namely, ceteris paribus the current basket is likely to avoid goods that became more
expensive since the prior period; similarly, goods that fell in price will be more heavily
represented in the current basket than in the prior basket. Hence the Laspeyres index,
5The CPI series provided by the IMF (which we also use in this paper), however, are much less
frequently re-weighted, and there is little consistency across countries in terms of the construction
of the indices and the frequency of recalculating the weights.
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which assumes no substitution away from goods that are becoming more expensive,
is likely to overstate overall inflation, and the Paasche index will understate it. The
Fisher index is the geometric mean of these two indices, which should minimize the
effect of these biases somewhat, although it lacks a simple intuitive explanation.
A To¨rnqvist index is calculated as the geometric mean of price changes, weighted













Feenstra and Weinstein (2010) note that this index has the advantage of being similar
to the price index formulas actually used by national statistical agencies.
Moving away from the concept of using a representative basket of goods, an
exact price index equals the ratio of minimum cost functions in the two periods; i.e.,
the index equals the ratio of the minimized costs of achieving the same utility level
in the two periods. Diewert (1976) notes that under certain conditions, each of the
indices discussed above is exact (e.g., the To¨rnqvist index is exact for a translog unit
cost function). Thus, each is tested separately in the empirical section.
3.3.2 Aggregate vs. bilateral imports
In addition to the details of constructing an index of traded goods prices,
we face the choice of which traded goods to include. The law of one price holds,
theoretically, across all countries, such that the framework above would be consistent
with the relevant set of prices being all goods imported by a given country. Exchange
rates, however, are typically defined bilaterally against a widely traded reference
currency; e.g., we measure the Japanese exchange rate in yen per dollar, and similarly
the Mexican exchange rate in pesos per dollar. As such, we might expect movements in
prices for goods traded bilaterally (e.g., between Japan and the U.S.) to have a greater
impact on movements in the exchange rate. Goods that are not traded bilaterally
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but are imported by both countries would have an effect on their aggregate price
indices. Under certain assumptions (which would vary depending on the method of
price index construction, as well as variation in expenditure share on a good across
countries), these effects would cancel each other out, and the effect of changes in
prices for bilaterally traded goods would be more significant.
Thus, without a more complicated model of exchange rate determination, it
is not clear whether import price indices for our purposes should be defined on an
aggregate or bilateral basis. In the empirical section we test both formulations, with
the U.S. as the reference country (i.e., the exchange rate is always specified against
the dollar, and import price indices are defined based on a country’s imports from
the U.S. or U.S. imports from that country).6
3.4 Data
Data on trade flows for nearly 200 countries is available in the Commodity
Trade Statistics (COMTRADE) database accessible through the UN website. Our
analysis uses annual import data from twenty countries for which the trade data is
the most complete: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, South Korea, Spain, New
Zealand, Portugal, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States. The data
has information on value, quantity, units, and source country, along with an industry
code; we use data at the six-digit harmonized level (HS1992 classification) for the
years 1993-2003. All data is denominated in nominal U.S. dollars, but COMTRADE
provides the exchange rates used for currency conversion, so we restore the data to
the original currency it was reported in.
To prepare the data for use, observations are dropped when the exporter is not
6O’Connell (1998) notes that several authors have argued that the nume´raire country matters
(see section 2.4 of his paper), although he contends this is due to misspecification as a result of
cross-sectional dependence. See also Papell (1997).
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a single country (e.g., “Other Asia, nes” or “World”), as well as observations where
value or quantity is missing or zero. Goods are defined according to industry codes,
and we derive unit value prices from the value and quantity data at the industry level.
We calculate annual price changes within varieties, being careful to verify that the
units match in the years in question. For the most part, unit changes in this dataset
do not allow for easy re-coding and combining (i.e., many varieties change from being
measured by weight to being measured by length, where weight per length is not
given in the dataset), so we divide these series into separate varieties based on the
units used. Outliers in the data, defined as increases in the quantity beyond a certain
threshhold percentage (in this case, when the quantity increases or decreases by more
than a factor of 3), are also excluded before performing calculations with the data.
Typically, PPP papers have relied on CPI and exchange rate data from the
IMF. We use this source of data for consumer price indices, but since we have ex-
change rate data from COMTRADE, we only use the IMF exchange rate data as
an additional check on our results. The IMF also provides an import price index for
several countries based on national statistics, and we compare this to the import price
index we construct here. Unfortunately, this series is not available for most countries;
in our dataset, the countries for which we have an IMF import price index are: Aus-
tralia, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Japan, South Korea, New Zealand, Portugal,
Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
We calculate percentage change in the CPI and exchange rate for each country
in the dataset. Exchange rates are denominated in units of foreign currency per
U.S. dollar, so we use the United States as the bilateral partner for each of the other
countries in the dataset (i.e., the U.S. price index is used wherever P˜ appears in (3.11)
). Two sets of import price indices are derived for each country in the dataset: an
aggregate import price index (based on trading data with all partners) and a bilateral
one with the United States (i.e., a price index for imports from the U.S.). Both are
calculated using the indices discussed above.
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3.5 Results
Our methodology draws on Davis and Weinstein (2001) in that we begin by
reproducing the existing baseline results, and then examine the marginal impact of
various improvements in theory and data. To represent the results visually, we graph
the percentage change in the exchange rate on the y-axis, and the right-hand side
of (3.11) on the x-axis. The horizontal axis thus graphs the predicted change in the
exchange rate, as calculated by the difference in percentage changes between a given
country’s price index and the equivalent measure for the U.S. (this difference is then
multiplied by the “correction” factor in (3.11) ). Hence, the prediction of PPP is
that all data points (which are labeled by year) should line up along a 45-degree line,
implying that the PPP equation holds. All graphs have the same set-up; the only
difference is in the nature of the price indices used to calculate the predicted exchange
rate change graphed on the x-axis.
We calculate three different metrics for assessing how well the results match
the theory, and these parallel similar tests in Davis and Weinstein (2001). The first
is a sign test, which calculates the fraction of sign matches between predicted and
actual exchange rate changes. On the graph, this corresponds to the percentage of
points falling in quadrants I and III (i.e., the quadrants bisected by a 45-degree line
through the origin). Intuitively, we can think of this as telling us whether we can
predict the direction of exchange rate changes better than a coin flip. A value of one
indicates that all years of data have identical signs for predicted and actual exchange
rate movements.
The second test is a variance ratio test, which is calculated as the ratio of
variance of the predicted exchange rate changes to the variance of the actual exchange
rate changes. In effect, this measures how well our proposed price indices are able
to capture the variation in exchange rate movements. As with the sign test, a value
of one indicates that we match the variation exactly. The final test is the slope test,
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which simply fits a regression line to the data points and reports the estimated slope
coefficient along with its associated standard error.
3.5.1 Baseline results (CPI)
The first set of results replicate the existing findings that a simple test of PPP
using the CPI as the price index fails, albeit here the inflation differential is modified
as described above to account for the non-continuous nature of the data series. The
median results for our set of countries are reported in the first row of Table 3.1 below,
but an indicative result can be seen in the graph for Australia in Figure 3.1. The
best-fit regression line is plotted in red, with a 45-degree line in green for comparison.
Results of all three tests are reported below the title, along with the standard error for
the estimated slope (with asterisks denoting significance). The adjusted R2 appears
at the bottom of the graph. As is evident, movements in the relative CPI do not
match changes in the exchange rate; in particular, the CPI changes are in a narrower
range than the exchange rate movements, as reflected by the very low result on the
variance ratio test. This is consistent with the findings in Engel (1993) and Engel
and Rogers (1996), that variation in relative goods prices is much more pronounced
across borders than within them. Also, from Table 3.2 (where we run (3.7), which
does not include the correction term for using discrete rather than continuous data),
we see that adjusting for the data being discrete does not have much impact here.
The remaining estimations continue to use (3.11), but the differences in outcomes
are minor. Substituting the IMF exchange rates for those reported by COMTRADE
similarly does not have much impact on the results; compare Table 3.1 with Table
3.3.
The full results for CPI are in Table 3.4, and are similar to those for Australia.
The typical variance ratio test yields a number barely more than zero, and the slope
obtained from ordinary least squares is often negative (although not significant in all
but two cases).
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3.5.2 Aggregate Traded Goods Indices
By replacing the CPI, we test this paper’s main contribution, the use of import
price indices in testing PPP. The results are encouraging - when using any of the four
methods of price index construction for imports, median results for all three of our
tests increase compared to when CPI is used. In addition, aside from the Laspeyres
index, many of the regression slopes are now significantly estimated. Thus, the results
in Table 3.1 confirm the hypothesis that looking at traded goods prices rather than
overall consumer price indices can provide evidence in favor of PPP. As an example,
the results using a To¨rnqvist index for Australian import prices (compared to the
same for the U.S.) are shown in Figure 3.2. Although the variance ratio is still low at
0.41, the sign test is a perfect 1, and the slope has the correct sign and is significantly
estimated. Full results are in Tables 3.5-3.8.
3.5.3 Comparison with IMF series
The various import price indices used in the previous section were calculated
from COMTRADE data for this paper, but as a check we can compare the results
when using a similar series produced by the IMF. As this is not available for the full
set of countries used above, Table 3.9 reproduces those results when limited to the ten
countries for which IMF data was available.7 This restriction on the dataset does not
change the results significantly, and the results using the IMF import price indices
(bolded in the table) perform similarly to the other aggregate import price indices.
Detailed results for this index are in Table 3.10.
7As with all results here, the U.S. is excluded from the count since it is the comparison point for
all countries in terms of exchange rate and (if the price index is bilateral) traded goods.
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3.5.4 Bilateral price indices
In this section we calculate bilateral import price indices and assess whether
doing so enables a significant improvement in PPP predictions over the aggregate
indices used in the previous section. Summary results are in Table 3.11, with detailed
results by country in Tables 3.12-3.15, and sample results for Australia in Figure 3.3.
Similar to what we saw with aggregate import price indices, the bilateral indices out-
perform the CPI in testing PPP. However, there is no consistent improvement over
the results from using aggregate import indices. To the extent that the difference be-
tween these two sets of indices reflects the importance of the U.S. share of a country’s
imports (and the country’s share of U.S. imports), widening the dataset to include




Much work remains to be done to expand upon these results, in particular by
bringing in data from additional countries, and extending the dataset back further
into the past (this will require using more aggregated goods categories to calculate
prices, however). We can also test ideas implicit in Frenkel (1981) and Imbs et al.
(2004) by grouping countries according to levels of average inflation, as well as goods
by degrees of tradability. Finally, we can also test whether the choice of the U.S. as
the base country has an effect on the results, as some authors have suggested. Campa
and Goldberg (2010) find that the U.S. has the lowest expected CPI sensitivity of
the countries they analyze, so switching to a different nume´raire country could make
a significant difference in the results. Moreover, since our discrete correction term
is based on movements in the reference country’s price index, it would have a more
substantial impact if we switched to using a country with greater observed variation in
its price index. Overall, though, we have shown that movements in traded goods prices
provide a much better match for exchange rate movements than do price indices such
as the CPI which have large non-traded components. In doing so, we have provided
another piece of the solution to the perennial PPP puzzle.
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Table 3.1: Testing Aggregate Price Indices
N Sign Var. Ratio Slope
CPI 16 .40 .01 -3.12
Laspeyres 14 .62 .20 .81
Paasche 14 .70 .32 1.24
Fisher 14 .80 .17 1.81
To¨rnqvist 15 .71 .27 1.10
Median test values reported. Test results close to 1
indicate support for the PPP hypothesis. N denotes
number of countries with results for that price
index. All indices except CPI use prices for
imported goods only.
Table 3.2: Aggregate Price Indices without discrete correction
N Sign Var. Ratio Slope
CPI 16 .40 .01 -3.06
Laspeyres 14 .62 .17 .85
Paasche 14 .70 .33 1.23
Fisher 14 .80 .17 1.86
To¨rnqvist 15 .71 .28 1.14
Median test values reported. Test results close to 1
indicate support for the PPP hypothesis. N denotes
number of countries with results for that price
index. All indices except CPI use prices for
imported goods only. No correction for discreteness
of data series included in these results.
Table 3.3: Exchange Rates from IMF
N Sign Var. Ratio Slope
CPI 19 .40 .01 -1.47
Laspeyres 14 .63 .21 .77
Paasche 14 .70 .39 1.23
Fisher 14 .80 .19 1.81
To¨rnqvist 15 .67 .24 1.14
Median test values reported. Test results close to 1
indicate support for the PPP hypothesis. N denotes
number of countries with results for that price
index. All indices except CPI use prices for
imported goods only. Exchange rates from IMF.
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Table 3.4: CPI results
Country N Sign Variance Ratio Slope Adjusted R2
Australia 10 0.50 0.01 -0.26 -0.12
Austria 7 0.14 0.00 -7.80 0.09
Belgium 8 0.38 0.00 2.75 -0.15
Canada 10 0.20 0.03 -2.82 0.15
Denmark 10 0.50 0.00 -1.08 -0.12
Finland 8 0.38 0.01 7.00 0.13
France 7 0.29 0.00 -12.69 0.12
Italy 5 0.40 0.02 -4.88 0.42
Japan 10 0.50 0.01 2.29 -0.07
Netherlands 7 0.43 0.00 -0.42 -0.20
New Zealand 10 0.30 0.01 -3.89 -0.04
Norway 8 0.63 0.01 1.63 -0.14
Portugal 7 0.57 0.02 -5.03 0.26
Spain 7 0.71 0.01 -5.62* 0.32
Sweden 10 0.40 0.01 -4.38 0.10
United Kingdom 10 0.10 0.03 -3.42* 0.30
Price changes predict exchange rate movements if test result is 1.
N denotes number of observations. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
Table 3.5: Aggregate Laspeyres results
Country N Sign Variance Ratio Slope Adjusted R2
Australia 10 0.80 0.13 1.35 0.14
Austria 6 0.83 0.10 2.17 0.32
Canada 10 0.60 0.44 -0.13 -0.12
Denmark 10 0.60 0.16 0.41 -0.09
Finland 8 0.50 0.19 0.85 -0.01
France 6 0.67 0.13 2.16* 0.50
Japan 10 0.50 0.31 0.46 -0.05
Netherlands 7 0.71 0.20 1.58* 0.41
New Zealand 10 0.70 0.22 1.30* 0.28
Norway 8 0.63 0.43 0.76 0.12
Portugal 7 0.57 0.17 0.48 -0.15
Spain 7 0.71 0.27 0.93 0.08
Sweden 10 0.60 0.14 0.45 -0.09
United Kingdom 10 0.30 0.50 0.00 -0.12
Price changes predict exchange rate movements if test result is 1.
N denotes number of observations. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 3.6: Aggregate Paasche results
Country N Sign Variance Ratio Slope Adjusted R2
Australia 10 1.00 0.38 1.51*** 0.84
Austria 6 0.50 0.21 1.07 0.05
Canada 10 0.80 1.02 0.85*** 0.70
Denmark 10 0.70 0.25 1.33** 0.38
Finland 8 0.88 0.21 2.04*** 0.87
France 6 0.50 0.19 1.45 0.25
Japan 10 1.00 0.51 1.33*** 0.90
Netherlands 7 0.57 0.46 1.36*** 0.84
New Zealand 10 0.80 0.66 1.14*** 0.84
Norway 8 0.50 0.25 1.08 0.17
Portugal 7 0.57 0.13 0.80 -0.10
Spain 7 0.71 0.23 1.39* 0.34
Sweden 10 0.60 0.54 0.79* 0.26
United Kingdom 10 0.70 0.40 0.73 0.11
Price changes predict exchange rate movements if test result is 1.
N denotes number of observations. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
Table 3.7: Aggregate Fisher results
Country N Sign Variance Ratio Slope Adjusted R2
Australia 10 0.80 0.19 1.92*** 0.68
Austria 6 0.83 0.11 1.90 0.26
Canada 10 0.80 0.42 0.98** 0.33
Denmark 10 0.80 0.09 2.36** 0.41
Finland 8 0.88 0.14 2.22*** 0.61
France 6 0.83 0.12 2.30** 0.55
Japan 10 1.00 0.22 1.86*** 0.74
Netherlands 7 0.71 0.27 1.75*** 0.81
New Zealand 10 0.90 0.31 1.70*** 0.87
Norway 8 0.75 0.18 1.65** 0.40
Portugal 7 0.57 0.11 0.81 -0.11
Spain 7 0.71 0.21 1.35 0.27
Sweden 10 0.80 0.12 2.02** 0.43
United Kingdom 10 0.50 0.16 0.88 0.02
Price changes predict exchange rate movements if test result is 1.
N denotes number of observations. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 3.8: Aggregate To¨rnqvist results
Country N Sign Variance Ratio Slope Adjusted R2
Australia 10 1.00 0.41 1.44*** 0.83
Austria 7 0.57 0.18 1.10 0.07
Canada 10 0.80 1.05 0.82*** 0.67
Denmark 10 0.70 0.25 1.35** 0.38
Finland 8 0.88 0.22 1.99*** 0.85
France 7 0.71 0.19 1.57* 0.35
Italy 5 0.60 0.27 1.00 0.02
Japan 10 1.00 0.52 1.32*** 0.90
Netherlands 7 0.71 0.46 1.41*** 0.89
New Zealand 10 0.90 0.70 1.09*** 0.81
Norway 8 0.50 0.25 1.07 0.17
Portugal 7 0.71 0.14 0.76 -0.10
Spain 7 0.86 0.27 1.29* 0.33
Sweden 10 0.70 0.78 0.62* 0.21
United Kingdom 10 0.50 0.42 0.71 0.11
Price changes predict exchange rate movements if test result is 1.
N denotes number of observations. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
Table 3.9: Comparison with IMF indices
N Sign Var. Ratio Slope
CPI 10 .40 .01 -3.66
Laspeyres 10 .60 .17 .48
Paasche 10 .70 .38 1.33
Fisher 10 .80 .14 1.92
To¨rnqvist 10 .71 .34 1.21
IMF 10 .71 .29 1.53
Median test values reported. Test results close to 1
indicate support for the PPP hypothesis. N denotes
number of countries with results for that price index.
Dataset limited to countries with published IMF
import price index (see text for list).
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Table 3.10: IMF results
Country N Sign Variance Ratio Slope Adjusted R2
Australia 10 1.00 0.52 1.32*** 0.89
Denmark 10 0.70 0.10 1.84* 0.24
Finland 8 0.75 0.10 2.98*** 0.83
France 6 0.67 0.94 -0.08 -0.24
Italy 5 0.60 1.07 -0.68 0.32
Japan 10 1.00 0.41 1.48*** 0.89
New Zealand 10 1.00 0.31 1.75*** 0.96
Portugal 7 0.71 0.15 1.58 0.25
Sweden 10 0.70 0.17 1.79*** 0.48
United Kingdom 10 0.50 0.27 0.47 -0.06
Price changes predict exchange rate movements if test result is 1.
N denotes number of observations. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
Table 3.11: Testing Bilateral Price Indices
N Sign Var. Ratio Slope
Laspeyres 14 .54 1.95 .07
Paasche 14 .78 1.40 .65
Fisher 14 .70 .95 .53
To¨rnqvist 15 .80 1.31 .69
Median test values reported. Test results close to 1
indicate support for the PPP hypothesis. N denotes
number of countries with results for that price
index. All indices use prices for bilaterally traded
imported goods only.
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Table 3.12: Bilateral Laspeyres results
Country N Sign Variance Ratio Slope Adjusted R2
Australia 10 0.60 1.76 0.51** 0.38
Austria 6 0.50 2.18 0.16 -0.18
Canada 10 0.50 0.99 -0.40 0.06
Denmark 10 0.50 2.13 0.01 -0.12
Finland 8 0.50 1.25 0.29 -0.04
France 6 0.83 0.09 -1.57 0.03
Japan 10 0.60 1.08 0.03 -0.12
Netherlands 7 0.57 0.54 0.65 0.08
New Zealand 10 0.60 0.68 0.40 0.00
Norway 8 0.50 20.96 -0.07 -0.05
Portugal 7 0.71 3.59 0.11 -0.15
Spain 7 0.86 3.27 0.27 0.09
Sweden 10 0.40 3.87 -0.28* 0.22
United Kingdom 10 0.50 8.81 -0.07 -0.08
Price changes predict exchange rate movements if test result is 1.
N denotes number of observations. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
Table 3.13: Bilateral Paasche results
Country N Sign Variance Ratio Slope Adjusted R2
Australia 10 1.00 1.00 0.88*** 0.75
Austria 6 0.83 2.17 0.58** 0.67
Canada 10 0.80 1.21 0.71*** 0.56
Denmark 10 0.70 0.88 1.00*** 0.87
Finland 8 0.75 2.11 0.52** 0.50
France 6 0.83 1.24 0.80*** 0.73
Japan 10 1.00 1.03 0.94*** 0.90
Netherlands 7 0.86 2.54 0.54*** 0.68
New Zealand 10 0.70 1.16 0.76*** 0.63
Norway 8 0.50 5.10 0.15 -0.03
Portugal 7 0.71 1.44 0.42 0.11
Spain 7 0.71 4.22 0.43*** 0.72
Sweden 10 0.80 1.34 0.76*** 0.75
United Kingdom 10 0.70 2.15 0.53*** 0.55
Price changes predict exchange rate movements if test result is 1.
N denotes number of observations. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
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Table 3.14: Bilateral Fisher results
Country N Sign Variance Ratio Slope Adjusted R2
Australia 10 0.70 1.02 0.87*** 0.74
Austria 6 0.83 1.86 0.43 0.18
Canada 10 0.60 0.45 0.55 0.03
Denmark 10 0.70 0.88 0.53 0.15
Finland 8 0.38 1.41 0.53* 0.30
France 6 0.83 0.27 1.56** 0.59
Japan 10 0.90 0.64 0.77** 0.30
Netherlands 7 0.71 0.85 0.98*** 0.79
New Zealand 10 0.70 0.71 0.80** 0.38
Norway 8 0.63 9.26 -0.07 -0.12
Portugal 7 0.57 1.63 0.31 -0.01
Spain 7 0.71 3.21 0.42** 0.48
Sweden 10 0.70 0.73 0.07 -0.12
United Kingdom 10 0.50 2.56 0.12 -0.09
Price changes predict exchange rate movements if test result is 1.
N denotes number of observations. * p < .10, ** p < .05, *** p < .01
Table 3.15: Bilateral To¨rnqvist results
Country N Sign Variance Ratio Slope Adjusted R2
Australia 10 0.80 1.10 0.89*** 0.85
Austria 7 0.86 2.43 0.56*** 0.71
Canada 10 0.80 1.25 0.69*** 0.55
Denmark 10 0.80 0.97 0.96*** 0.88
Finland 8 0.75 2.22 0.46* 0.38
France 7 0.71 0.90 0.91*** 0.70
Italy 5 1.00 1.67 0.71*** 0.80
Japan 10 1.00 1.02 0.94*** 0.90
Netherlands 7 0.86 2.46 0.57*** 0.75
New Zealand 10 0.80 1.09 0.80*** 0.66
Norway 8 0.50 5.24 0.15 -0.03
Portugal 7 0.86 1.31 0.59* 0.34
Spain 7 0.71 5.23 0.37*** 0.65
Sweden 10 0.60 1.26 0.75*** 0.67
United Kingdom 10 0.70 2.37 0.51*** 0.58
Price changes predict exchange rate movements if test result is 1.


































−.2 −.1 0 .1 .2
Change in Inflation Differential (%)
Data OLS line 45 degree line
Sign Test = 0.50    VarRatio = 0.01   Slope = −0.26 (2.98)
Adj. R2 = −0.12  Desired value for all tests is 1. Standard error in parentheses.


































−.2 −.1 0 .1 .2
Change in Import Inflation Differential (%)
Data OLS line 45 degree line
Sign Test = 1.00    VarRatio = 0.41   Slope = 1.44 (0.21)***
Adj. R2 = 0.83  Desired value for all tests is 1. Standard error in parentheses.
* p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01




































−.2 −.1 0 .1 .2 .3
Change in Import Inflation Differential (%)
Data OLS line 45 degree line
Sign Test = 0.80    VarRatio = 1.10   Slope = 0.89 (0.12)***
Adj. R2 = 0.85  Desired value for all tests is 1. Standard error in parentheses.
* p<.10, ** p<.05, *** p<.01
Australia: Bilateral Törnqvist 
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